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This advice and guidance has been produced to support the profession with the delivery of the 

new Higher English course. 

The aim of this resource is to give experience of for Unit Assessment and/or external assessment 

or prelims which will develop the skills sampled by the final assessment – Reading for 

Understanding, Analysis and Evaluation.  There are examples of listening, talking and writing 

assessments linked to some topics.  This unit has been sent for prior verification to SQA.  Full 

details of verification will be issued when confirmed by SQA.  The resources in this unit can be 

used as practice in the classroom or for homework.  If kept securely (and if verification comes 

back accepted), these could be used as prelim papers and/or Unit Assessments.   

Learners are developing the skills they have acquired in understanding, analysis and evaluation, 
applying them as they respond critically to a series of non-fiction newspaper articles, blogs or 
similar. 
 
In the external assessment, Reading for U, A, E, learners will complete questions which analyse 
one text/extract presented in detail and will compare this text to a second text/extract. There will 
be a mixture of restricted response questions requiring short answers and extended responses. 
Thirty marks are allocated to this task. 
 
Further information about the assessment is available via the link below: 
http://www.sqa.org.uk/files_ccc/Cfe_CourseAssessSpec_Higher_Languages_english.pdf 
 
Working with these materials will develop learners’ skills in: 

 Understanding of the context of the text (what the writer says) 

 Analysis of the techniques used (how the writer says it) 

 Evaluation of the effectiveness/impact of the text (how well, in the learner’s opinion, the 
writer has explored the topic/achieved his/her purpose) 

 
Learners will have regular opportunities to assess their progress. 
 
Links to close reading/ listening 
 
These materials link to the following areas of close reading: 
 

 understanding texts – information, theme, character and narrative 

 identifying the purpose and audience a text 

 summarising main points and supporting detail 

 analysing word choice 

 analysing language style 

 deconstructing imagery 

 explaining the effect of sentence structure. 
 
Links to writing folio/ talk activities 
Throughout these materials opportunities for creative, reflective or discursive writing, group 
discussion or solo talk will be highlighted, enabling practitioners to provide stimuli for folio writing 
pieces or unit assessment purposes.   
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.sqa.org.uk/files_ccc/Cfe_CourseAssessSpec_Higher_Languages_english.pdf
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Feminism is still a thing of the future 
 

The social position of women is regressing, and often for reasons that did not originate 
with men 
By Jenny McCartney, 02 Feb 2013 

1 What exactly do they mean by it, do you think – those independent, driven, successful 
women who have benefited from nearly every conceivable freedom that modern 
Western society has to offer – yet are still at considerable pains to tell anyone who will 
listen: “I’m not a feminist”? 

 
5 The most recent one was Mary Berry, the elegant 77-year-old queen of The Great 

British Bake Off, who said in an interview last week: “I would always stand up for 
women but I don’t want women’s rights and all that sort of thing.” 

 
           That statement left me a bit stumped. I couldn’t help wondering what kind of “rights” Mrs 

Berry doesn’t want. I suppose she supports the right of women to vote, get an  
10 education, have a career and drive a car, but where does she draw the line – at equal 

pay, or divorce? I haven’t a clue. 
 
           She carried on: “I love it when men say 'I’ll get your coat’ or 'I’ll look after you’ or offer 

you a seat on the bus. I’m thrilled to bits. I’m not a feminist.” In fact, “feminism is a dirty 
word”. 

 
15 Ah, we’re getting closer here. In Mrs Berry’s imagination, feminists inhabit some 

ideological witches’ den frozen in the late Seventies, their faces set in a perma-scowl 
beneath frowsy hair, reading volumes of “herstory” and sulking because a man once 
held the door open for them. Good luck with finding that kind of feminist, by the way, if 
you’re looking: I’ve never met any, although I suppose some of them might once have  

20 existed a couple of decades ago in the rarefied air of certain American university 
campuses. Today, they’re the social equivalent of Bigfoot. 

 
           I like Mary Berry, as it happens: she’s graceful, well-spoken, can ably judge a Victoria 

sponge, and has kept the sartorial flag flying for women over 70. But the “I’m not a 
feminist” shtick is just the most recent evidence of a weird aversion to the F-word  

25 among certain women, who think that if you’re halfway cute and get along with men, 
then “feminist” can’t apply to you. 

 
           Carla Bruni was at it recently, observing, “We don’t need to be feminist in my 

generation,” while the singer Katy Perry accepted an award with the words: “I’m not a 
feminist, but I do believe in the strength of women.” If anyone can translate that for me,  

30 beyond some gloopily vague assertion of self-worth, I’d be grateful. 
 
           The thing is, Mrs Berry, I like it when men are kind and polite, too. In fact, I like plenty of 

men per se: in particular, my father, husband, brother, son and numerous male friends. 
I don’t believe that the female gender has exclusive claims on a raw deal, and nor do I 
appreciate women who routinely ridicule or belittle men: that’s not feminism,  

35 that’s rotten manners. 
 
            My generation of women, I think, were mainly very lucky with our male contemporaries. 

We came of age when some degree of feminist thinking had seeped into the general 
consciousness, and before the “lads’ mag” phenomenon of the late Nineties ushered 
crude sexism back in under the flimsy cloak of irony. Before the mainstreaming of hard- 
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40 core pornography for teenagers – a vast social experiment which has still to reveal its 
ugliest consequences – the attraction that young men and women experienced for one 
another felt more affectionate and romantic, and less reductive and cruel. 

 
           The position of women is regressing, not legislatively but socially, and often for reasons 

that did not originate with men. It was women, after all, who voluntarily stampeded  
45 towards the creeping tyranny of needless plastic surgery and a pathological obsession 

with grooming. If women held a position of confidence, they failed to defend it: just like 
Mary, Carla and Katy, too many thought feminism was a dirty word. And so now we 
have a Britain in which mainstream comedians tell jokes on television about women 
allegedly liking rape; a fragile London schoolgirl plunges to her death in distress  

50 because she has been bullied into giving a boy oral sex and he is circulating images of 
it on his phone; and 20,000 girls in Britain are deemed “at risk” from the shocking crime 
of female genital mutilation, and not one person has ever been prosecuted for 
facilitating it. I am grateful to the men, often concerned fathers of much-loved  
daughters, who are just as worried about this stuff as self-proclaimed feminists. 
 

55 In Mingora, Pakistan, last year, a 14-year-old schoolgirl called Malala was shot in the 
head by the local Taliban for championing the education of girls. (It was the same town 
where they beheaded Shabana, a famous dancer: Katy Perry, maybe you would like to 
shake your latex-clad booty in favour of “the strength of women” over there?) Still, 
feminism is redundant now, isn’t it? Anyone for another cupcake? 

 
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/women/womens-life/9843839/Feminism-is-still-a-thing-of-the-
future.html 

 
Feminism is still a thing of the future 
Unit Assessment Practice Questions 
 
1. What do you think is the purpose of this article?  Give reasons (with evidence) for your 

answer. 
2. Who do you think would be a target audience for this article?  Give reasons (with evidence) 

for your answer. 
3. How effectively does paragraph 1 serve as an introduction to the article?  
4. Explain what objections the writer has about Mary Berry’s views of feminism. 
5. How does her language in lines 15-21 demonstrate the kind of feminist that Mary Berry 

disapproves of? 
6. How does the writer use the views of famous women effectively in this article to show her 

views about feminism effectively? There are three main examples. 
7. How does the writer believe that women’s rights are regressing? (line 43) 
8. How does the writer’s use of language throughout this article emphasise her point of view?  

You should analyse: 

 Word choice 

 Imagery 

 Sentence structure 

 Tone  
9. How effectively does the last paragraph serve as a conclusion to the article?  

 
Possible Writing Topics: 
 
1. Creative writing – write a story featuring a character who faces inequality due to gender. 
2. Persuasive writing:  there is no longer a need for the feminist movement. Discuss. 
3. Reflective writing:  expectations – that others have of you or that you have of others. 
4. Reflective writing: the issue of gender.   

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/women/womens-life/9843839/Feminism-is-still-a-thing-of-the-future.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/women/womens-life/9843839/Feminism-is-still-a-thing-of-the-future.html
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We Should All be Feminists  

Listening Activity: Unit Assessment Practice -  

 
You are going to listen to the beginning of a talk by Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie about 

feminism. The section you are going to listen to is about 11 minutes long. 

 
This is the link:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hg3umXU_qWc 
 
You will hear the talk straight through with no pauses. Then your assessor will play it again in 
sections. However, you can ask to have it played as often as you need to, pausing where 
appropriate. You may take notes as you listen. 
 
 
Answer the following questions, using your own words as far as possible. 
 

1. Identify one purpose of the talk. Explain your answer with evidence. 
2. Identify a possible audience for this talk. Explain your choice with evidence. 

 
3. Between 0.56 and 2.11 minutes, Chimamanda describes the occasion when she was 

first called a feminist. Explain how effective you find this section as an introduction to 
the talk, referring closely to the speaker’s use of language. 

 
(Section from 2 minute 12 seconds to 3 minutes 37 seconds) 
4 The speaker tells us how she came to define herself as a ‘happy African feminist’ In 

your own words, explain how this title came about. 
 
(Section from 3 minutes 38 seconds to 4 minutes) 
5 Explain what ‘baggage’ Chimamanda says comes with being defined as a feminist. 
 
 
(Section from 4 minutes to 5 minutes 24 seconds) 
6 How does her story from school demonstrate inequality? 
7 How does Chimamanda’s language demonstrate the contrast between her and the boy 

who became class monitor?   
 
(Section from 8 minutes to 8 minutes 53 seconds) 
 
8 Explain how male leadership ‘made sense’, according to the speaker, in the distant 

past. 
9 How does she think it is different now? 
 
 
(Section from 8 minutes 53 seconds to 10 minutes 48 seconds) 
10 Chimamanda talks about the place of women in Nigeria.  Show how her use of 

language demonstrates inequality and her anger about this inequality. 
 
 
11 She claims to still have hope.  What is that hope based on? 
.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hg3umXU_qWc
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No wonder young men have a problem with 
self-esteem 
 
Overstimulated by technology, warped by porn, lacking male role models, bombarded 
by perfect body images, it's no surprise that teenage boys struggle as much as girls 
when it comes to self-image 
 
By Natasha Devon, 8:45AM BST 02 Jun 2014 
 
1 At some point today, boys as young as 12 all over Britain will be pumping iron in gyms. They'll be 

doing it partly because their peers have convinced them that it's expected. Partly they'll be doing 
it because the gym is one of the few environments a young man in Britain can find unconditional 
acceptance and a sense of belonging. And they'll be doing it partly because state schools now  

5 run an average of just one hour-long PE lesson per week under Gove's academia-centric regime, 
so how else are they supposed to stay fit? 

 
         Once enrolled at the gym, a typical boy will invariably be taken under the wing of one of the 

resident "personal trainers", usually a guy in his twenties, with the kind of muscular physique 
sported by the models in men's "health" magazines. The trainer prescribes the boy a 

10 punishing exercise regime, telling him it will make him "stronger". After a few weeks, when the 
endorphins have well and truly kicked in, giving the boy an addictive high, the trainer asks him if 
he'd like to be shown how to make his workout even more effective. After receiving the inevitable 
resounding "yes", the trainer will offer to sell the boy protein shakes, energy drinks, or, in the 
worst cases, anabolic steroids. 

 
15 What the boy doesn't know is that the trainer is on commission, a cog in a highly lucrative fitness 

industry that has made body image into a commodity. He doesn't care how much of these toxic 
and wholly unnecessary substances he has to push down the boy's throat - he wants to make a 
quick buck. Even if the boy is apprehensive about the dangers of steroids, he probably thinks 
protein shakes, energy drinks and whey powders are harmless enough. He's probably unaware  

20 that taken in excess protein shakes can cause liver failure, energy drinks can induce heart 
attacks and whey powders mimic oestrogen in the body, so while pecs grow larger, sperm count 
is reduced and infertility risked. 

 
         I’m not by any stretch suggesting that gyms don’t fulfil a useful function in a society where most of 

us are worryingly sedentary, or that all personal trainers have this kind of sinister 
25 agenda. Yet the above scenario is one faced by thousands of British boys and it seems that 

because they aren’t talking about it, neither are we. 
 
         How do I know all of this? I know because I've travelled the UK, teaching body image and self-

esteem lessons, gleaning anecdotal evidence from more than 30,000 UK teenagers of both 
genders. That's right - boys too. Because contrary to popular belief body image and self- 

30 esteem concerns are not solely the remit of girls. 
 
        The emotional needs of young women have (quite rightly) been discussed at length by experts, 

journalists and politicians over the past five years. Yet what those who present low self-esteem 
and body insecurity as "feminist" issues fail to grasp is that their male counterparts are struggling 
just as much, they are simply less able to articulate their needs.  

 
35 After all, generations of social conditioning tells us that men don't "do" feelings. 
         I walk into a classroom of today’s teenage boys and I see a large majority overstimulated by 24 

hour internet access, jittery from the sheer pace of their lives, sometimes apathetic towards a 
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society from which they feel utterly disenfranchised, occasionally asserting a kind of laddish, 
vaguely misogynistic aggression in an attempt to carve some sort of identity for themselves. 

40 Great swathes of their generation have fathers who are absent, either physically or emotionally, 
and have probably spent their school years being taught by women. In the absence of male role 
models, many have turned to social media and online pornography to learn about life’s 
fundamentals. If they have any doubts about their personal and social rejection, they need only 
refer to our press, which has taken to harping on relentlessly about how men are the enemy in  

45 the name of female empowerment. 
 
         As someone who regularly attends meetings at Parliament to discuss ways in which the 

Government can help young people navigate the toxic culture we have created for them, I often 
find myself wanting to scream when it is assumed we are only there to discuss the vulnerabilities 
of a female demographic. Make no mistake, a beauty and fitness industry which has relentlessly 

50  pursued the male market over the past decade, coupled with the increasingly visual nature of a 
society which communicates almost exclusively via the net, has taken its toll on young men. 

 
         Having said that, the ways in which this vulnerability manifests itself is completely different. 

Teenage girls tend to be self-analytical and eager to communicate. They know what their 
 issues are and how they have arisen and they want a practical solution. It is much, much harder 
55 to approach any kind of pastoral issue with a teenage boy. Ask them to explain how they feel and 

they’ll usually shrug. Given time, patience and reassurances that their feelings are valued and 
important, the blood will begin to pour forth from the proverbial stone. 

 
It’s perhaps too simplistic to suggest that, in a world where women don’t appear to have any  

 financial or practical needs, men have lost their gender identity. Yet we must take into account  
60 that violence and aggression are usually born out of fear of the unknown. The tectonic plates of 

our society have been irrevocably shifted by feminism. We need to give young men the 
opportunity to find their feet and carve their own niche in the uncertain aftermath. 

 
What can be done to help them? Parents and teachers can create environments where young  

         men feel safe and empowered enough to tell us that they feel vulnerable. Dads, uncles and male 
65 family friends can lead by example, instigating conversations around topics such as body image 

and mental health. The medical profession can supply the same level of understanding and 
resources for men suffering from issues such as eating disorders and depression as they do for 
women. Most importantly, as a society we can all work to reduce the stigma that still surrounds  

 men who talk openly about their feelings. 
 
70 We need to recognise that emotions have no gender. 
 

© Telegraph Media Group  

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/men/active/mens-health/10825083/No-wonder-young-men-have-a-problem-with-self-
esteem.htm 
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No Wonder Young Men Have Problems with Self Esteem 

 Exam/Prelim Practice - Questions  

 
Having read the whole article:  
  
1. What is the purpose of this article? Explain your answer using evidence from the text to 

support your answer. (3) 
2. There are several possible target audiences.  Identify one and, by referring closely to the text, 

explain how this article targets this audience. (3)  
3. In your own words, summarise the author’s main concerns about male body image. (3)   
4. Re-read lines 1-6. Explain why, in the writer’s opinion, young men use gyms.  (1) 
5. Explain how the writer’s use of punctuation emphasises her disbelief in the options offered at 

gyms. (2) 
6. Summarise the writer’s line of thought between lines 31 and 35.  (2) 
7. Re-read lines 36-45.  

a. Summarise what she thinks are the main reasons for young men not feeling part of 
society. (4) 

b. Show how the writer’s use of language illustrates the life of the modern teenage boy.  
You should refer to at least two of: sentence structure, word choice, tone.  (4) 

8. Re-read lines 53-58.  Explain the different ways that boys and girls react to discussions about 
vulnerability and other ‘pastoral issues’. (2) 

9. How does the writer’s use of imagery in lines 59-63 reinforce her argument? (4) 
10. How effective is the final section (lines 63-70) as a conclusion to the argument? (2) 
 
 
Talk activities or Writing topics 

 
1. How does the media create an unattainable ideal body image?   
2. What impact does the media’s representation of an ideal body image have on young 

people? 
3. Should photoshopping be banned? 
4. There is as much pressure on males as on females to look good.  Discuss.  
5. Is there a gender inequality in our society – are men who have eating disorders or men 

who are victims of domestic abuse treated less well or viewed less fairly than women? 
6. Should there be a male rights movement to ensure men’s rights are promoted?  Is it right 

that there is more of a focus on women’s rights? 
 
Further viewing: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wTUs0uYLU7o 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-_I17cK1ltY 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u3PgH86OyEM 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DHE5BTPjd3k 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vEpacHniSZc 
 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wTUs0uYLU7o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-_I17cK1ltY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u3PgH86OyEM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DHE5BTPjd3k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vEpacHniSZc
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When did mass shootings become so 
frighteningly mundane in America? 

 
Isla Vista. Seattle. Las Vegas. Now Troutdale. The summer of 2014 has killing 
everywhere, and we've yet to reach the equinox 
 
Sue Miller, Wednesday 11 June 2014  
 
1 Here's a recurring dream I used to have growing up on the South Side of Chicago. I'm 

walking down a street by myself and a man is walking toward me. Just as we're about to 
pass each other, I see that he's holding a razor, a razor that he lifts quickly to try and 
slash across my face. I jerk my head back violently, which is the moment that wakes me  

5 each time – breathless, my heart shaking my chest. 
 
           I had this dream in response to a series of real events. For a short while during the 1950s, 

a man was terrorizing women and girls in public places in Chicago, randomly slashing at 
them. But I went on having the dream, in one variation or another, well into my forties, I 
think because the crime seemed so terrifyingly random, a matter of pure bad luck. Like  

10 going to the movies and having someone step out onto the proscenium in battle dress 
and start shooting. Like sitting in a classroom learning to read when the door opens and a 
madmen enters, fully armed. 

 
            Now here comes the summer of 2014, and with it the statistically inevitable rise in violent 

crime and murder. Caused at least in part, we're told, by the temperature. It gets hotter, 
15 irritability increases, we all head outside, bumping up against each other, pissing each 

other off.  And already, with summer still weeks away, the carnage has begun. A man in 
New York goes on a stabbing spree that includes two little children. A man in 
California knifes three people, then shoots and kills three others before killing himself. A 
man in Seattle walks into a college, a man in Georgia walks into a courtroom, both of  

20 them equipped for and apparently willing to kill as many people as they possibly can. A 
white supremacist couple in Las Vegas. Just Tuesday, a lone shooter in a high school in 
Oregon. 

 
            Is it random? Is it the forecast? Or is this kind of violence now as inevitable as it is 

unpredictable? 
 
25 I thought of my violent dream again decades later, when I read about the murder of a  
 young foreign student at MIT. He was walking with a friend on a warm September night 

when they passed some kids from the local high school. The kids were drunk, high, and 
one of them, for no apparent reason, punched him so hard in the forehead that he fell 
down. While he was trying to get up, a second kid stabbed him in the heart, then wiped off  

30 the bloody knife on his shirt as he lay there dying. 
 
 The Cambridge event itself was awful enough, but what struck me in its aftermath were 

the comments made to reporters by friends of the killer. They were of the opinion that 
entirely too much was being made of this murder. This kind of thing happened all the time 
– what was the big deal? The quote in local paper from one of them was, "People get  

35 killed every day". 
 
 Technically, of course, this is true. And while the year Yngve Raustein was punched and 

stabbed and died, 1992, was a bad year for homicide in the United States, it wasn't so 
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bad in Cambridge. There were all of two murders in Cambridge. It was worse in the 
bigger city across the river, but even in Boston, there were 73 murders. I hesitate to say  

40 "only" of either number – 2 or 73, both are too many – but what I can say is that these 
kids had no direct experience of people getting killed every day. Not even close. 

 
           Still, all around us that notion – that killing is everywhere, and so frequent as to be 

ordinary – is nourished. By certain violent video games, by slasher and torture movies, by 
graphic crime shows on television, by the internet with its celebration of the grisly, the 

45 lurid. I don't know enough to make the direct case that any of these might actually  
            increase the probability of violent crimes, but statistics indicate that those who watch a lot 

of crime shows have an unrealistic and distorted view about the frequency of those 
crimes: they think they happen all the time. And it seems to me if you accept killing as no 
big deal, then you live in a world where killing may seem a reasonable answer to some 

50 sense of generalized insult, or deprivation, or racial hatred, or paranoia, or political  
            injustice – or even just boredom. 
 
            What happens next in that kind of world? What other random horrors will a long, hot 

summer bring? 
 
            Perhaps, as it turns out, none. Because the moments of terrifying violence we've seen in  
55 the summer of 2014 are precisely the kinds of crimes not increased by hot weather, by  
            proximity, by opportunity – those elements that seem to be the drivers of the seasonal 

spike. These crimes are unpredictable, in some sense impersonal, apparently driven by 
mental illness and sometimes made worse by the terrifyingly easy availability of guns. No, 
it is only interpersonal crimes – crimes of passion, of aggression, that will get worse over  

60 the next few months. The risk of being killed or injured by someone you don’t know,  
           someone with a semiautomatic, with a grenade, with a knife, with a straight razor – this     
           stays about the same year-round. 
 

Lucky, aren't we? 

© 2014 Guardian News and Media Limited or its affiliated companies. All rights reserved. 

Questions 

 
1. What is the purpose of this article? Explain your answer using evidence from the text to 

support your answer. (3) 
2. There are several possible target audiences.  Identify one and, by referring closely to the text, 

explain how this article targets this audience. (3)  
3. In your own words, summarise the author’s main concerns about the rate of violent crime. (3)   
4. How does the opening paragraph create an effective introduction? (2) 
5. What, according to paragraph 2, is the writer’s main reason for fearing what she dreamed 

about? (1) 
6. Re-read lines 13-23.  How is the writer’s use of sentence structure effective in emphasising 

her argument? (4) 
7. Re-read lines 25-35.   

a. What ‘struck’ the author about the Cambridge murder? (1) 
b. Show how the language used by the friends of the killer showed they had become 

desensitised to violence.  (2) 
8. How does the writer’s language in lines 36-41 show that she finds the friends’ attitude to 

murder difficult to accept?  (4) 
9. Summarise the main points the writer makes in lines 41 – 50.  (4) 
10. Summarise the writer’s final points (lines 51-63). (3) 
11. How effective are lines 53-62 as a conclusion to the writer’s argument? (2) 
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Writing or Talk Activities 

 
1. Gun control – the USA must do more to prevent mass shootings.  What are the causes of 

mass shootings in the USA and what can be done to prevent them? 
2. Young people and violence: are there links between the violent content in TV shows, films 

and computer games and the perceived increased levels of violence in society? 
3. Society excludes teenagers and, particularly, teenage boys and this could have 

potentially devastating effects. 
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We are losing the art of reading 

 

The pleasures of reading involve patience, solitude and contemplation, but we 
rush to consume content effortlessly 
 
Andy Miller, The Guardian, Sunday 8 June 2014 14.31 BST 
 
 
1 It has already been quite a year for lovers of book-blah. This spring, storm clouds have 

gathered and then broken over a succession of literary teacups. Does the publishing of 
gender-specific books demean our children? Should one build an English A-level around 
Russell Brand interview excerpts and tweets from Caitlin Moran? Are creative writing  

5 courses a waste of time? Is Michael Gove right to have banished Of Mice and Men from 

the GCSE English syllabus, if indeed he has done? 

 
           The passage of these squalls is predictable. A report appears via a newspaper. Twitter 

goes into a frenzy of hashtags and indignation. Online petitions are launched. Philip 
Pullman issues a statement. Counterarguments are made. Someone denounces  

10 someone else on the Today programme. The story is updated to reflect the commotion. 
The clouds roll on. 

 
            I find these debates about reading as enjoyably incensing as anyone – and, just to be 

clear, I deplore the restrictions placed on prisoners' access to books, which seems less of 
a storm in a teacup and more of a violation of basic human rights. However, taken  

15 alongside the general hum of social networks, book groups, the media-shopping complex 
and the literary festival season now upon us, I mistrust my own eagerness to engage with 
this sort of stuff. It is a very good way not to get any reading done. 

 
            The fact is that when reading a book there is no substitute for reading a book. I have just 

written one about 50 "great" books, the research for which involved staring at lines of  
20 words on pages until first the lines, and subsequently the pages, ran out, and then 

thinking about them until I knew what I wanted to commit to paper. Some of the books are 
from the canon, and can be considered "classics" – Pride and Prejudice, Middlemarch, 
Moby-Dick – and some are most certainly neither: The Da Vinci Code and, in the words of 
the Guardian's reviewer, "something called Krautrocksampler" by Julian Cope. The  

25 experience led me to conclude that although we love to argue about books, acquire them, 
express strong opinions about The Goldfinch, etc, etc, more than ever we seem to be 
losing the knack of reading them. 

 
           In a New York Times blog, Karl Taro Greenfield talked about "faking cultural literacy". 

"What we all feel now is the constant pressure to know enough, at all times, lest we be  
30 revealed as culturally illiterate," he writes. "What matters to us, awash in petabytes of 

data, is not necessarily having actually consumed this content first-hand but simply 
knowing that it exists." 

 
            Greenfield is clearly on to something, but this is not an entirely new phenomenon. Book 

lovers habitually accumulate more than they can actually read. As Schopenhauer noted  
35 150 years ago, "One usually confuses the purchase of books with the acquisition of their 

contents." And after drawing up a list of potential titles – which, incidentally, did not 
include To Kill a Mockingbird or Of Mice and Men, because I was made to study them at 

http://www.theguardian.com/profile/andy-miller
http://www.guardian.co.uk/theguardian
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school years ago – I realised I had inadvertently self-selected a series of books which, at 
various points in my life, I had lied about having read. A number of people have privately  

40 admitted to me they do the same. 
 
            Arguments over whether it's better to read, say, Dante's Inferno or Dan Brown's Inferno 

will always be with us. Just because a book is a bestseller does not automatically mean 
the book must be entirely without merit; equally, a book's inclusion in the canon should 
not exclude it from your Kindle. Indeed, the sudden mass availability of free ebooks via  

45 sites such as Project Gutenberg ought to bring "the classics" closer to all of us. But the 
innate human desire to make ourselves look cleverer than we are, combined with an 
overabundance of consumer choice and the intense cultural bombardment of the digital 
age, means we increasingly lack both the time and willpower to engage with anything 
longer than 140 characters or more demanding than Granta or Grazia. Better to speak  

50 volumes than to read them. 
 
            The traditional pleasures of reading are more complex than just enjoyment. They involve 

patience, solitude, contemplation. And therefore the books that are most at risk from our 
attention and integrity deficits are those that require a bit of effort. In a brilliant essay in 
New Zealand's Metro, the writer Eleanor Catton, winner of last year's Man Booker prize 

55 for The Luminaries – a remarkable and groundbreaking novel I haven't read yet – defines 
the incompatibility of art and the shopping cart. "Consumerism," she writes, "requiring its 
products to be both endlessly desirable and endlessly disposable, cannot make sense of 
art, which is neither." Books such as Middlemarch or Moby-Dick were never intended to 
be snapped up or whizzed through, or to be subject to one-star reviews on Amazon  

60 where that commendation has only been grudgingly awarded because "the book arrived 
well packed". Middlemarch was here before we arrived, and it will be here long after we've 
gone. Perhaps we should have the humility to say: OK, I didn't get it. What can I learn? 

 
           In this context, spats over whether a novel comes from Britain or America – and the 

subsequent spats over those spats – can seem both silly and somewhat decadent. Gove  
65 is an educated man and would surely acknowledge that the repurposing of art to reinforce 

notions of cultural identity is something beloved of, and practised by, political regimes on 
both the far left and far right. Yet it is hard to believe that the education secretary, like 
parents, teachers, writers, librarians, booksellers and readers everywhere, does not want 
our children to discover the rush of excitement and recognition that occurs when we look 

70 up from a great book and think: yes, the world is like that. 
 
            And for that to happen, we need to rediscover our commitment to staring at lines of words 

on pages until first the lines, and subsequently the pages, run out – and keeping our 
opinions to ourselves until we know what they are. The old "no talking" signs in libraries 
were there for a reason. It's not what we read that matters; it's how. 

 
75 Reading is a broad church. But it is still a church. It might behove the congregation to bow 

its head occasionally in silent contemplation. 
 
© 2014 Guardian News and Media Limited or its affiliated companies. All rights reserved. 
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We are Losing the Art of Reading 

Exam/Prelim Practice Questions 

 
1. What is the purpose of this article? Explain your answer using evidence from the text to 

support your answer. (3) 
2. There are several possible target audiences.  Identify one and, by referring closely to the 

text, explain how this article targets this audience. (3)  
3. In your own words, summarise the author’s main points about reading. (3)   
4. How does the writer’s use of language in paragraph 1 create an effective introduction to 

the topic under discussion?  In your answer, you should refer to at least two of word 
choice, imagery, sentence structure, ideas.  (4) 

5. How is the writer’s use of imagery in paragraph 1 carried on to paragraph 2? (2) 
6. How does the language of paragraph 2 show how ‘predictable’ the reactions to these 

types of reports are?  (2) 
7. In your own words, explain what “faking cultural literacy” (line 38) means and how the 

context of the phrase helped you understand the term.In your own words, explain what 
“faking cultural literacy” (line 38) means. (2) 

8.  
a. Summarise the writer’s argument in lines 41-50. (4) 
b. How does the writer’s use of language in these lines reinforce his argument? (2) 

9. In your own words, what does the writer conclude about books like Middlemarch? (lines 58-62) 
(1) 

10. The writer reaches his conclusion in lines 71-76.  How effectively do these lines sum up the 
writer’s argument? (2) 
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Poetry doesn't need to be easier, Mr Paxman – it's up to us to try harder 
Homework activity 
 

There are two passages which link to this activity.  At home or in the library, access the following 

newspaper article then answer the questions which follow.  The second article is reproduced 

after the questions on this page.  There is a question which will ask you to compare and contrast 

both passages. 

 

http://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/books/features/poetry-should-readers-

be-trying-harder-9474818.html 

 

Exam/Prelim Practice Questions 
 

1. What is the purpose of this article? Explain your answer using evidence from the text to 

support your answer. (3) 

2. There are several possible target audiences.  Identify one and, by referring closely to the text, 

explain how this article targets this audience. (3)  

3. In your own words, summarise the author’s main points about reading poetry in the modern 

world. (3)   

4. Explain, in your own words, the reasons the writer has for attending the poetry reading, as 

outlined in paragraph 1. (3) 

5. How does the writer’s language in paragraphs 4 and 5 show his admiration for Shakespeare? 

(4) 

6. Show how the writer uses language to portray Jeremy Paxman as an aggressive personality. 

(4) 

7. Summarise the writer’s argument in paragraphs 9-11. (3) 

8. In your own words, explain what the author’s final conclusion about her experience has been. 

(2) 

 

 
Exam/Prelim Practice 

Each passage can be studied separately.  However, you will be preparing for a prelim and a final 
exam.  In these, you will have 25 marks worth of questions on Passage 1.  There will be no 
questions specifically on passage two but there will be a 5 mark Comparison Question.  The 
question below will help you prepare for this.  
 
9. Both passages deal with the subject of the difficulties of engaging with reading.  Identify key 

areas on which they agree and/or disagree. In your answer, you should refer in detail to both 
passages.  (5) 

 

/30  

http://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/books/features/poetry-should-readers-be-trying-harder-9474818.html
http://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/books/features/poetry-should-readers-be-trying-harder-9474818.html
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How Books Can Open Your Mind 
Listening Activity: Unit Assessment Practice 

 
You are going to listen to the beginning of a talk by Lisa Bu about how books can open your 

mind. The section you are going to listen to is about 6 minutes long. 

 
This is the link:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ibCtsHgz3Y 
 
You will hear the talk straight through with no pauses. Then your assessor will play it again in 
sections. However, you can ask to have it played as often as you need to, pausing where 
appropriate. You may take notes as you listen. 
 
 
Answer the following questions, using your own words as far as possible. 
 

1. Identify one purpose of the talk. Explain your answer with evidence. 
2. Identify a possible audience for this talk. Explain your choice with evidence. 

 
Listen to the opening section where Lisa Bu talks about her childhood (0 to 1:44) 

3. Summarise what Lisa Bu tells us about her childhood.    
 

4. How does Bu use language effectively to convey her thoughts and feelings about her 
experiences?  In your answer, you may refer to word choice, imagery, tone or any 
other appropriate feature.   
 

5. How do you think Lisa Bu is different from her parents? 
 
Listen to the section where Lisa Bu tells us what she gained from reading.  (1:45-
2:57) 
 

6. Using your own words, give examples of how books filled gaps in her life and/or 
changed her perception of the world.  

7.  In your own words, explain what Bu realised while reading the Bible.  . 
 
Listen to the section where Lisa Bu talks about ‘comparative reading’. (2:58-5:02) 

8. How did Bu use ‘comparative reading’?   
9. What do you think she learned from ‘comparative reading’?  

Listen to the closing section (5:03- 5:54) 

10. How does Bu use language effectively to demonstrate her feelings and to engage the 

audience in her conclusion?  Consider not only what was said, but how it was said. You 

could consider: tone, pace, word choice, imagery or any other appropriate feature. 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ibCtsHgz3Y
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Sara Cox was right - Pitbull and co are vile and need muzzling 

Homework activity 

 
There are two passages which link to this activity.  At home or in the library, access the following 
newspaper article then answer the questions which follow.  The second article is reproduced 
after the questions on this page.  There is a question which will ask you to compare and contrast 
both passages. 
 
Passage 1 - http://www.independent.co.uk/voices/comment/sara-cox-was-right--pitbull-and-co-
are-vile-and-need-muzzling-9455762.html 
 

Exam/Prelim Practice Questions 

 
Having read the whole article:   

1. What is the purpose of this article? Explain your answer using evidence from the text to 
support your answer. (3) 

2. There are several possible target audiences.  Identify one and, by referring closely to the 
text, explain how this article targets this audience. (3)  

3. In your own words, summarise the author’s main concerns about the influence of sexist 
music. (3)   

4. How does the writer’s use of language and sentence structure throughout the passage 
create a conversational tone.  (4) 

Read paragraphs 1 and 2: 

5. How effective do you find this paragraph as an introduction to the article? (2) 
6. Summarise the main ideas contained in paragraph 2. (2) 

Re-read paragraph 3 – 5: 

7. The writer explains how rap was different ‘back in the day’.  In your own words, explain how 
it was different to rap in the modern day.  (2) 

8. By referring to at least one example, analyse how the writer’s use of imagery emphasises her 
opposition to sexist music. (2) 
 

Re-read the final two paragraphs (5 and 6): 

9. By referring to at least two features of language in lines 19—25 analyse how the writer 
conveys her disapproval of music which objectifies women.  You should refer in your answer 
to such features as sentence structure, word choice, contrast, tone . . . (4) 

 
  

http://www.independent.co.uk/voices/comment/sara-cox-was-right--pitbull-and-co-are-vile-and-need-muzzling-9455762.html
http://www.independent.co.uk/voices/comment/sara-cox-was-right--pitbull-and-co-are-vile-and-need-muzzling-9455762.html
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Passage 2 

Blurred Lines: the most controversial song 
of the decade 
 

Another student union has banned Robin Thicke's party track. How did it become 
such a lightning rod for moral outrage and censorship? 
 
Dorian Lynskey, The Guardian, Wednesday 13 November 2013 19.32 GMT 
[Article shortened for the purpose of this unit.] 
 
1 This week, University College London student union (UCLU) took the unusual step of 

banning a single song, Robin Thicke's Blurred Lines. It joins around 20 other UK student 
unions to do so. This is the latest development in the story of how the biggest song of 
the year became the most controversial of the decade: an unprecedented achievement, 

5 though not one that fills Thicke with pride. 
 
            It seems impossible that anyone with the faintest interest in popular culture could have 

missed either the song or the controversy, but here is a recap. At the end of March, mid-
table R&B singer Thicke, along with producer Pharrell Williams and rapper TI, released 
Blurred Lines, a libidinous R&B party jam about a woman in a nightclub who may or not 

10 be interested in him. In April, one branded it a "rape song", and two months later Tricia 
Romano of the Daily Beast described it as "rapey", a word that caught fire in other media 
outlets. The song might have escaped censure if the video, in which the three male 
performers goof around with scantily clad (and, in one version, topless) models, had not 
generated its own separate yet overlapping controversy. 

 
15 Throughout the summer, as the song eclipsed even Daft Punk's Get Lucky as the biggest 

hit of 2013, debate about its sexual politics heated up. In September, contributors to 
Project Unbreakable, a photographic project dedicated to rape survivors, held up placards 
comparing words spoken by their attackers to lines from the song. Also in September, 
Edinburgh University Students' Association (EUSA) became the first student body to ban 

20 Blurred Lines. 
 
            "It promotes a very worrying attitude towards sex and consent," explained Kirsty Haigh, 

EUSA's vice-president of services. "This is about ensuring that everyone is fully aware 
that you need enthusiastic consent before sex. The song says: 'You know you want it.' 
Well, you can't know they want it unless they tell you they want it." 

 
25 By that point, Thicke's hit was part of a bigger debate about the messages of pop lyrics 

and videos. Miley Cyrus's performance at the Video Music Awards in August, during 
which Thicke popped up like some kind of sex-pest Zelig, ignited another firestorm of 
indignation on several fronts. Recently, Netmums published a survey claiming that 80% of 
parents had found their children copying explicit lyrics or dance movies from music 

30 videos, while Annie Lennox called for videos to be regulated in the same way as movies. 
"I'm all for freedom of expression," she began ominously, "but this is clearly one step 
beyond, and it's clearly into the realm of porn. How do you stop your kids being exposed 
to it?" 

 
This week, a tipping point has been reached. Lily Allen launched the video to her  

35 comeback single, Hard Out Here, which takes aim at music industry sexism with specific 
reference to the Blurred Lines video. And three women's organisations launched the 
Rewind&Reframe campaign, with a four-pronged strategy: to enable young women to air 

http://www.theguardian.com/profile/dorianlynskey
http://www.guardian.co.uk/theguardian
http://www.rewindreframe.org/
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their grievances about music videos, to campaign for age ratings on videos, to encourage 
compulsory sex and relationship education in schools, and to pressure the music industry  

40 to get its house in order. 
 
            "In music videos across the board there's widespread racism and sexism, specifically the 

sexualisation of black and ethnic minority women," says Lia Latchford of 
Rewind&Reframe. "Young women have told us that it has a real impact on their day-to-
day lives. They're tired of messages that depict women as highly sexualised passive sex 

45 objects. Getting rid of one song won't solve the problem. It's a culture of racism and 
sexism that we need to change." 

 
           The last time pop music inspired such snowballing outrage was during the rise of the 

Parents' Music Resource Centre (PMRC). Established in 1985 by Tipper Gore, wife of Al, 
after she found her daughter listening to Prince's sexually graphic Darling Nikki, the  

50 PMRC successfully campaigned to slap stickers reading Parental Advisory: Explicit Lyrics 
on offending albums. The ensuing climate of censorship reached a peak in 1992, when 
rapper Ice-T's rock band Body Count buckled to huge political pressure and deleted their 
song Cop Killer. They pointedly replaced it on the album with a new song called Freedom 
of Speech. 

 
55 That moral panic was driven by older, more conservative campaigners, but much of the 

current opposition to pop's excesses stems from young feminists. If the MTV generation 
was the first to be exposed to the power of music videos, then the YouTube generation is 
the first to understand those videos in the context of social media and online discourse. 
Cultural consumers have never been more attuned to the messages, both explicit and  

60 implicit, embedded in popular artforms. Arguments about racism, misogyny and cultural 
appropriation that used to thrive primarily in academia are now mainstream. Sometimes 
these concerns about "problematic" art go to comical extremes – the Tumblr Your Fave Is 
Problematic leaves you wondering if there is anything out there that isn't problematic – but 
at least young consumers are asking the right questions, in the spirit of playwright 

65 August Wilson's axiom: "All art is political in the sense that it serves someone's politics." 
  
            Even the most prominent model in the Blurred Lines video, Emily Ratajkowski, has said: 

"I'm glad that people are criticising pop lyrics, because I think that's an important thing to 
do." It has tangible effects, too. When popular MC Rick Ross rapped, on Rocko's single 
UOENO, about spiking someone's drink in order to have sex with her, public outcry forced  

70 him to apologise. 
 
            Many people who follow pop music closely, however, are surprised that Blurred Lines has 

become such a lightning rod. "It really did boggle my mind when people started freaking 
out about it," says US music critic Maura Johnston. "This is just a cheesy pickup line song 
and everyone was like: 'No, it's about forcing a woman against her will.' There are so  

75 many songs out there that are worse about demeaning women. Maybe it's an easy target 
because Robin Thicke is kind of slimy. Right now there's a lot of tension between women 
and men online so this was a way of women taking a piece of pop culture and saying: 'No, 
we're against this.' But it's weird to me because I didn't see it and I still don't." 

 
Blurred Lines is not about rape in the same way that Cop Killer is about the fantasy of  

80 killing cops, so it is a question of interpretation. If you don't think the song's narrator is 
willing to have sex without consent, then the song seems at worst sleazy, and the 
reaction overblown. If, however, you think that the concept of "blurred lines" sends a 
dangerous message to listeners, then it's explosive. 

 
            Thicke himself has been a woeful defender of the song in interviews, recalling Spinal  

http://censorship7.tripod.com/index.html
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85 Tap's response to being called sexist: "What's wrong with being sexy?" That could be 
because, unlike Body Count or Eminem, he didn't intend to be outrageous. In R&B, such 
lyrics are par for the course.  

 
            The video is another matter. It was conceived and directed by Diane Martel, who told US 

website Grantland: "It forces the men to feel playful and not at all like predators. I  
90 directed the girls to look into the camera. This is very intentional and they do it most of the 

time; they are in the power position. I don't think the video is sexist. The lyrics are 
ridiculous, the guys are silly ..." 

 
            Martel's thoughts have received little attention, but then one flaw in the current debate is 

an unwillingness to credit female artists with ideas of their own. When Miley Cyrus  
95 appeared naked in the Wrecking Ball video, critics assumed director Terry Richardson 

was calling the shots, yet in the case of Blurred Lines the blame for the video falls on 
Thicke. "People have been discounting almost everything Martel says, even though she 
was in charge," says Johnston. 

 
This is just one of the ways in which the battle lines are themselves blurred. Feminists  

100 were divided in their response to Sinéad O'Connor's open letters to Miley Cyrus. Was 
O'Connor making a valid feminist critique of misogyny in the music industry, or was she 
indulging in priggish "slut-shaming"? […] 

 
            […] The complexity inherent in debating pop, where lyrics and videos are often elliptical, 

ambiguous and even contradictory, isn't well served by the kind of direct condemnations  
105 that tend to generate attention. In the case of Blurred Lines, many listeners came to the 

song via the controversy and therefore had an opinion before they had a reaction. "Once 
you have an opinion that can be summed up by a single word – rapey, which I think is 
a terrible word – it's something that people can run with in an intense and far-reaching 
way, even if they haven't listened to the song," says Johnston. "You have this culture of  

110 commentary online where people are pressured to constantly come up with controversial 
angles to stick out. They don't have to do their homework to get the desired effect, which 
is traffic." 

 
            Some of the rhetoric may be blunt, but nothing is blunter than a ban. Haigh defends 

EUSA's decision on multiple grounds. "The executive made the decision that it wasn't a  
115 song we should be promoting and endorsing in our venues. It's also about protecting 

[rape] victims and making them feel safe so they don't have to listen to a song that 
reminds them of horrific experiences. And it starts a public discussion. Nothing changes 
overnight, but it's about slowly and surely changing the culture." But she says that Blurred 
Lines was banned because it was unusually well known and widely discussed rather than 

120 because it was exceptionally offensive, which makes for a shaky precedent. 
 
           "You're supposed to have as much freedom of expression in student unions as possible," 

says Eve Barlow, deputy editor of NME. "How is that precedent going to be set going 
forward, not just for music but other forms of media and speech? I think they're getting 
into muddy waters." […] 

 
125 […] The question is whether or not the music industry has any reason to change when 

controversy has done nothing to blunt the sales of Thicke or Cyrus, and has probably 
been beneficial. "What [the campaigners] are trying to do is make some music executive 
alert to the fact that people are upset," says Barlow. "That's music to their ears. It seems 
like a domino effect: response after response after response, and that's helping the song  

130 do well and make even more people aware of it. I don't think it will change anything. If 
anything, it will make the actions more outrageous so more people talk about them." 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=My2FRPA3Gf8
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            Latchford is more optimistic. "Young women are tired of seeing this kind of video and they 
want to see a change. We hope that because it's coming from young women who are 
supposed to be consumers of this stuff, that will drive change." 

 
135 It's more likely, and more desirable, that tangible change will be driven organically by 

formidable artists rather than chastened executives. Black women such as Angel Haze 
and Janelle Monáe don't so much resist hypersexualised imagery as behave as if it is not 
even a consideration. They have so much charisma and dynamism that they are riveting 
without having to strip down. Admittedly, they aren't yet household names, but it is only  

140 a matter of time before a truly unorthodox star emerges. If pop music has created a 
problem, then only pop music can solve it. 

 
1. © 2014 Guardian News and Media Limited or its affiliated companies. All rights reserved. 

 
 

Blurred Lines: the most controversial song of the decade 
Exam/Prelim Practice Questions  

 
 

1. Summarise the main areas of criticism of Blurred Lines as outlined in paragraphs 2-4. (2) 
2. Analyse how the writer’s use of language in paragraph 5 emphasises disapproval of the 

song/sexualised music videos. (2) 
3. What four things does the Rewind & Reframe campaign aim to do? (4) 
4. In your own words, explain what message Lia Latchford has been receiving through Rewind 

& Reframe. (2) 
5. What do you think is the writer’s opinion of the song and/or the arguments around it?  Refer 

closely to the text in your answer.  In your answer you should refer to lines 47-84. (4) 
6. Re-read lines 125-134. Show how the language used by Barlow and Latchford shows their 

different viewpoints.  (4) 
7. Explain how effective you find the ideas of the final paragraph as a conclusion to the text as 

a whole. (2) 
8. From your reading of the text, summarise the main arguments about censoring the song. Use 

your own words as far as possible. (2) 
9. Having read the whole article, what do you think the purpose of the article has been?  Justify 

your response by referring closely to the text. (3) 
 

Exam/Prelim Practice 

Comparison Question 
 

Each passage can be studied separately.  However, you will be preparing for a prelim and a 
final exam.  In these, you will have 25 marks worth of questions on Passage 1.  There will be 
no questions specifically on passage two but there will be a 5 mark Comparison Question.  
The question below will help you prepare for this.  
 

10. Both passages deal with sexism in pop music.  Identify key areas on which they agree. In 
your answer, you should refer in detail to both passages.  (5) 

 
/30 
 
  

http://www.theguardian.com/music/2013/jan/31/rapper-angel-haze-religion-rape-survival
http://www.theguardian.com/music/2010/jul/09/janelle-monae-tightrope-archandroid
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Talking and Writing Activities 

 
These activities could be done as group discussion tasks, as individual talks or as pieces of 
writing for your writing folio. 
 

1. Discuss whether or not you think any type of music should be banned by universities, 
radio stations etc. 

2. How far do you think people have the right to free speech?  Is there a point at which you 
believe it should be withdrawn? 

3. To what extent do you believe pop music is responsible for the sexualisation of youth in 
today’s culture? 

4. Reflect upon the influences on your life – what impact (if any) does popular culture have 
on your views, opinions and your thinking?  Does it influence what you wear, listen to, 
spend your time doing?  What are the positive and negative influences on your life? 

5. What makes your soul ‘weep’?  
6. Use the title ‘Blurred Lines’ to write a piece of creative writing. 
7. Create a monologue written from the point of view of a character who buys into the 

objectification of either men or women.  Your character could be either male or female 
and could be objectifying or objectified.  
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Has Pop Music Become Too Sexualised?  
Listening – Unit Assessment Practice 

 

You are going to listen to a debate about sexism in the pop music industry. The TV show, 

Sunday Morning Live, lasts around 23 minutes.  The main section you are going to listen to in 

order to respond to questions is between 0 and 7 minutes.  You will also be asked questions 

about the episode as a whole so you should listen carefully and take notes throughout viewing 

the programme. 

This is the link:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K_QSnWamkKk 
 
You will hear the programme straight through with no pauses. Then your assessor will play it 
again in sections. However, you can ask to have it played as often as you need to, pausing 
where appropriate. You may take notes as you listen. 
 
 
Answer the following questions, using your own words as far as possible. 
 

1. Identify one purpose of the programme. Explain your answer with evidence. 
2. Identify a possible audience for this programme. Explain your choice with evidence. 

 
Listen to the opinions given by Suzi Quatro. (2:20 – 3:15). 
3. Summarise the issues Suzi Quatro outlines. 
 
Listen to the section where Sanjeev Koli outlines his point of view (4:30 – 5:30). 
4. How does Sanjeev Koli’s use of language emphasise his point of view? You may refer 

to word choice, imagery, tone or any other appropriate feature.  What additional 
concerns does Sanjeev Koli raise about sexualisation?   

 
Listen to the section where Nikki Bedi outlines her point of view (5:30 – 6:00) 
5. How does Nikki defend Miley Cyrus?  - 
6. How does her use of language emphasise her point of view? You may refer to word 

choice, imagery, tone or any other appropriate feature. 
 
Listen to what Professor Jonathan Shalit says about youth (6:12 – 6:49) 

7. Explain what he says about youth.   
8. Do you agree with his opinions?  Give reasons, with evidence, for your answer.  

 
Once you have finished listening to the programme: 

9. What have you learned from watching this programme? Support your answer with detailed 

evidence.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K_QSnWamkKk
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‘No Such Thing As Normal’ Homework Activity   

Using what you have learned about reading questions, create a set of questions for the article, 

There’s No Such Thing as Normal, to be found on the Independent newspaper’s website: 

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/people/rebecca-front-theres-no-such-thing-as-normal-

9506981.html 

Please ensure that the questions cover all of the Assessment Standards for Reading. 

Assessment Standards 

Understand, analyse and evaluate detailed and complex written language by: 

1.1. Identifying and explaining the purpose and audience, as appropriate to genre 
1.2       Identifying and explaining the main ideas and supporting details  
1.3      Applying knowledge and understanding of language to explain meaning and effect   
           in depth and detail, using appropriate critical terminology 

 

1. Once you have written the questions, write a marking scheme.   

2. In your groups, you will answer each other’s questions and mark the responses. 

Homework Activity 2 - Listening  

You are going to listen to the following clips.   

1. Choose one and create a set of questions for someone else in your class to respond to.   

You should ensure you cover all of the Assessment Standards for Listening.   

Assessment Standards 
 
Understand, analyse and evaluate detailed and complex spoken language by: 
 

2.1     Identifying and explaining the purpose and audience 
2.2     Identifying and explaining the main ideas and supporting details 
2.3     Applying knowledge and understanding of language to explain meaning and effect in      
         depth and detail 

 

2.   You must also create a marking scheme for the questions.  The topic is mental health.  

These are the links (though you may find another if you prefer): 

  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-eBUcBfkVCo 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cKiAz6ndUbU 

 

Writing/Talking Activities 

1. “On the mad” – society dismisses mental health issues which makes the problem worse.  

Discuss. 

2. There is too much stigma associated with mental health issues.  We need to rethink our 

attitudes.  Discuss.  

3. Write a story where a character is experiencing mental health issues, either as a sufferer or 

as a carer for someone else.  

4. We are too quick to label; too quick to judge.  Discuss. 

5. Write about a time when you struggled emotionally or supported someone who had/has 

mental health issues.  Reflect upon the experience, how you coped with it and what impact it 

had on you. 

6. Write in any way you choose with the title ‘There’s no such thing as normal’.  

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/people/rebecca-front-theres-no-such-thing-as-normal-9506981.html
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/people/rebecca-front-theres-no-such-thing-as-normal-9506981.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-eBUcBfkVCo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cKiAz6ndUbU
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Mentally ill people need to be helped, not 
hounded 

 
Ministers promise 'parity of esteem' for mental and physical health services. 
Instead the reality is scandalous cruelty 
 
Polly Toynbee, The Guardian , Tuesday 8 July 2014 
 
1 Once upon a time, David Cameron said that general wellbeing matters as much GDP. 

What's it all for if a country grows richer but its people feel no better? A genuine attempt 
at prioritising wellbeing would be revolutionary, because the happiest people live in more 
equal societies, are less ridden by anxiety, enjoy good employment, are well housed and  

5 more trusting. Yet in Britain all those fundamentals indices of wellbeing are in retreat. 

            If aiming for happiness is beyond this government, minimising extreme pain could be 
within reach, if it began by prioritising scarce NHS resources entirely according to 
suffering. If pain was measured in a Benthamite way – the relief of the greatest suffering 
for the greatest number of patients – mental illness would trump most other conditions.  

10 One sufferer describes getting his broken leg slammed in a door as less excruciating than 
the agony caused by his depression. Yet an ingrowing toenail gets treated within a 
mandatory 18 weeks, while there is no waiting limit at all for treating mental illness. More 
than half of those referred by GPs never get any treatment, and of those who do, some 
wait for over a year in the deepest despair. It's even more shocking that so often children  

15 get no help. 
 
            Professors Richard Layard, an economist, and David Clark, a clinical psychologist, 

ratchet up their campaign for better mental treatment with their new book, Thrive. These 
champions of cognitive behavioural therapy have done more to turn mental health into 
practical politics than anyone before, though the progress is slow. Their skill has been to  

20 produce evidence that a course of CBT, costing £650, can permanently rescue half of 
those who take the course from disabling mental illnesses. For politicians, their evidence 
shows that a highly systemised treatment with specifically trained therapists saves lives 
and money. Nice guidelines say everyone with depression and anxiety should referred for 
CBT – but that's not binding, so most are not. The mechanised approach invites criticism,  

25 but this strictly evidence-based therapy has the best chance of gaining political traction. 
 
           The coalition promised that mental health would get "parity of esteem" with physical 

health, but so far there is little sign of it. Instead the government has just cut the tariff paid 
for mental healthcare by more than it cut the tariff for physical treatments. Norman Lamb 
spoke at the launch of the Layard and Clark campaign in the Commons, protesting that  

30 mental health "was first to be cut and isn't getting a fair share of attention". Had he 
forgotten that he is himself a health minister who could say no? 

 
           On some other planet, Nick Clegg made an eye-catching announcement in December 

that all mental patients could choose where they go for treatment – NHS or private – but 
most wait for anything, anywhere, and many get nothing. A shortage of beds means in-
patients are now often sent hundreds of miles from home, certainly not by choice. NHS  

35 England's website claims "parity of esteem" but only promises that 15% will get CBT by 
2015. 
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            As it is, cancer and heart disease rule the roost, surgeons are king and psychiatry is low 
in the pecking order. Politicians are not entirely to blame; they know that mental and 
community services, where 90% of patients are treated, should get priority, but NHS  

40 politics is governed by front-page demands for every new drug, and for intensive care to 
prolong the miserable last six months of life. Oppositions protest at rising waiting lists or 
ambulance waiting times. Jeremy Hunt doesn't call community mental services to ask 
who they're neglecting, he calls A&E to bellow at them for overstepping a four-hour wait. 
Can mental health be made as politically sensitive? 

 
45 Neglect of the mentally ill is bad enough, but now consider how the Department for Work 

and Pensions deliberately torments them. I just met a jobcentre manager. It had to be in 
secret, in a Midlands hotel, several train stops away from where she works. She told me 
how the sick are treated and what harsh targets she is under to push them off benefits. A 
high proportion on employment and support allowance have mental illnesses or learning  

50 difficulties. The department denies there are targets, but she showed me a printed sheet 
of what are called "spinning plates", red for missed, green for hit. They just missed their 
50.5% target for "off flows", getting people off ESA. They have been told to "disrupt and 
upset" them – in other words, bullying. That's officially described, in Orwellian fashion, as 
"offering further support". As all ESA claimants approach the target deadline of 65 weeks  

55 on benefits – advisers are told to report them all to the fraud department for maximum 
pressure. In this manager's area 16% are "sanctioned" or cut off benefits. 

 
            Of course it's not written down anywhere, but it's in the development plans of individual 

advisers or "work coaches". Managers repeatedly question them on why more people 
haven't been sanctioned. Letters are sent to the vulnerable who don't legally have to  

60 come in, but in such ambiguous wording that they look like an order to attend. Tricks are 
played: those ending their contributory entitlement to a year on ESA need to fill in a form 
for income-based ESA. But jobcentres are forbidden to stock those forms. These ill 
people's benefits are suddenly stopped without explanation: if they call, they're told to 
collect a form from the jobcentre, which doesn't stock them either. If someone calls to  

65 query an appointment they are told they will be sanctioned if they don't turn up, whatever. 
She said: "The DWP's hope is they won't pursue the claim." 

 
           Good advisers genuinely try to help the mentally ill left marooned on sickness benefit for 

years. The manager spoke of a woman with acute agoraphobia who hadn't left home for 
20 years: "With tiny steps, we were getting her out, helping her see how her life could be  

70 better – a long process." But here's another perversity: if someone passes the 65-week 
deadline, they are abandoned. All further help is a dead loss to "spinning plates" success 
rates. That woman was sent back to her life of isolation: she certainly wasn't referred for 
CBT. For all this bullying, the work programme finds few jobs for those on ESA. 

 
Failing to treat the mentally ill is bad enough, but this is maltreatment. There has been  

75 much outrage about lack of kindness and care in hospitals. Neglect of mental patients is 
every bit as bad, but deliberate cruelty by the DWP defies any concern for the wellbeing 
for the most vulnerable, let alone "parity of esteem". 

 
© 2014 Guardian News and Media Limited or its affiliated companies. All rights reserved. 
Political views expressed in these articles are those of the author. The article has been chosen for the writer’s skill, not to promote her 
political views. 
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Mentally ill people need to be helped, not hounded 
 

Exam/Prelim Practice Questions 
 

1. How effective do you think the headline and/or the first paragraph are as an introduction 
to the topic?  Use evidence to support your answer. (2) 

2. Summarise the points made by the author in paragraph 2. (2) 
3. How does the context of ‘a Benthamite way’ help you understand what the phrase 

means? (2) 
4. How does the writer’s language in lines 16-25 show that she approves of Professors 

Richard Layard and David Clark?  (2) 
5. Read lines 26-36. How does the writer cast doubt upon the government’s claim that 

mental health would be given ‘parity of esteem’ (equal status) with physical health? (4) 
6. How does the writer’s use of language in lines 37-44 show that Toynbee believes that 

NHS resources are being put into the wrong places?  (4) 
7. Show how line 45 acts as a link in the author’s argument. (2) 
8. In your own words, explain what the writer says happens to put pressure on benefit 

claimants. (lines 45- 66)  (4) 
9. How does the writer’s use of language show her disapproval of these practices? (2) 
10. Look at lines 66-73.  How does the writer’s use of language show how hopeless the 

situation is for people who rely on sickness benefit?  (4) 
11. How effective do you find the final paragraph as a conclusion to the writer’s argument? (2) 

 
/30 
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The able-bodied must face their anxiety 
about disability 

 
Humans are innately wary of difference, but events like the Paralympics can help 
the able-bodied to look past disability 
 
Philippa Perry, The Guardian, Monday 20 August 2012  
 
1 I broke my leg a while back. I wasn't too clever on crutches so I used a wheelchair. I went 

into a restaurant with my family and was shocked that the waitress looked over me and 
only addressed my husband and daughter. Perhaps before I had that experience I might 
have acted like the waitress – I might have, in my embarrassment of not knowing how to  

5 behave, ignored me altogether. Over the next few weeks it will, of course, be impossible 

to ignore the athletes participating in the Paralympics, but will that affect public attitudes 

to disability more generally? Why can able-bodied people be so awkward with others who 

happen to be differently able? 

 
           In an experiment in which able-bodied people were asked to sit next to a disabled person,  
10 half were first allowed to stare at the disabled person through a two-way mirror and half 

were not. All were then measured how closely they sat next to the disabled person. They 
found that those who were allowed to stare sat closer than those who were introduced 
without first having had that opportunity. 

 
           This suggests that wanting to avoid disabled people comes from a lack of previous  
15 exposure to them – there seems to be, if not a fear of the unknown or of difference, at 

least an anxiety about it. There is a conflict of what the able-bodied think they ought to 
feel about disabled people and the actual emotions experienced. For example, we want to 
follow our curiosity and stare and we also want to adhere to the social norm of not staring. 

 
Disabled people experience hate, guilt, patronising attitudes, avoidance and persecution. 

20 Why? Have we become so addicted to speed and convenience that we begrudge  
disabled people the best parking spaces? Although we can measure behaviour, such as  
in the experiment described above, finding out why that behaviour occurs is harder, as we  
tend to give the answers from the point of view of the person we would like to be rather  
than face up to who we actually are. 

 
25 Working as a psychotherapist with parents, I have found it is often a child's whining or 

crying that triggers rage in a parent because it is easier to fall back on anger than to 
awaken memories of one's own childhood vulnerability, or to acknowledge the shame of 
feeling impotent in a situation we feel incapable of making better. So if we perceive 
or imagine vulnerability in another person, it may be more comfortable for us to persecute  

30 or patronise than to empathise or accept. 
 
            Humans are innately wary of those who are different, and to feel that anxiety is 

vulnerable-making. Rather than acknowledge our own anxiety, most of us would rather 
ignore or deny our response, or go even further and marginalise, blame and  

            persecute those we feel to be the source of our ill feeling. Maybe we'll try to justify it by  
35 saying disabled people cost us money, or slow us down. A tale was told to my husband 

about an acquaintance who recently found himself travelling first class with Stephen 
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Hawking, and how the thrill of celebrity proximity was soon superseded by finding himself 
annoyed by the occasional bleep from medical equipment. 

 
We now have legislation that coerces planners to consider the needs of disabled people. 

40 Some of the mockery towards political correctness may be fuelled by guilt that we needed  
campaigns to bring about legislation to begin to work towards equality. It is easier to mock  
than to experience our shame. 

 
            Yet an unquestioning embrace of political correctness can mean we go too far and 

bracket all the differently able people together. A special needs teacher who works with  
45 children with profound and multiple learning disabilities told me they have such severe 

learning and physical difficulties that they will never be able to say "mummy" or show they 
recognise who mummy is. Yet, she must prepare lesson plans and teach subjects such 
as geography, French and maths because it is the children's right, according to the 
Declaration of the Rights of Children, to have those lessons, even though it doesn't  

50 appear possible that they could gain from them. We can be so keen not to discriminate 
that we can be in denial of difference. 

 
           The world of disability is a shifting landscape. There are people who until relatively 

recently would not have survived, but we are now working out how to be with them. I think 
we will find that one size does not fit all. I hope the more access and opportunity granted 

55 to disabled people, the more familiar they will become to those who are able bodied – and 
that we'll learn to look past disability and see the multifarious people we have been 
unused to acknowledging. 

 
© 2014 Guardian News and Media Limited or its affiliated companies. All rights reserved. 
Political views expressed in these articles are those of the author. The article has been chosen for the writer’s skill, not to promote her 
political views. 

 

 
 

The able-bodied must face their anxiety about disability 

Unit Assessment Practice 

Questions: 

 
1. What do you think is the purpose of this article?  Give reasons (with evidence) for your 

answer. 
2. Who do you think would be a target audience for this article?  Give reasons (with evidence) 

for your answer. 
3. How effectively does paragraph 1 serve as an introduction to the article?  
4. What are the writer’s main points about how able bodied people view those who are 

disabled? 
5. How does the writer use anecdote effectively in this article to demonstrate the able-bodied 

society’s response to people with disability?  There are four examples – discuss each one. 
6. How does the writer’s use of language throughout this article emphasise her point of view?  

You should analyse: 

 Word choice 

 Imagery 

 Sentence structure 

 Tone  
7. How effectively does the last paragraph serve as a conclusion to the article?  
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Inspiration porn and the objectification of disability 
Listening - Unit Assessment Practice 

You are going to listen to the beginning of a talk by Stella Young about how disability is viewed 

by other people. The section you are going to listen to is about 9.5 minutes long. 

 
This is the link:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SxrS7-I_sMQ 
 
You will hear the talk straight through with no pauses. Then your assessor will play it again in 
sections. However, you can ask to have it played as often as you need to, pausing where 
appropriate. You may take notes as you listen. 
 
 
Answer the following questions, using your own words as far as possible. 
 

1. Identify one purpose of the talk. Explain your answer with evidence. 
2. Identify a possible audience for this talk. Explain your choice with evidence. 

 
Listen to the opening section of the talk (0:11-3:02) 

3. How does Stella Young portray her childhood as being very normal?   
4. In your own words, explain why being nominated for an achievement award was a 

problem to Stella and her parents.  
5. What does her second anecdote (about the boy at school) show about how disabled 

people are viewed?  
6. Young’s tone varies in this opening section.  How would you describe one (or more 

than one) of the tones used?  Explain your answer using evidence.   
 
From 3:03-5.20 
7. In your own words, explain what Young means by ‘inspiration porn’. (3:59)   
8. What are her main objections to using disabled people as inspiration?   
 
From 5:21 – 8.24 
9. What point does Young make about the things disabled people have to overcome?   
10. What does Young believe about the social model of disability?  
11. Why doesn’t she accept that ‘the only disability is a bad attitude’?   

 
Listen to Young’s conclusion (8:25 to 9:14) 

12. How effectively do you think this section concludes her talk?  Give reasons and 
evidence for your opinion.   
 

 

 
 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SxrS7-I_sMQ
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A tiny canon: Scottish literature in 
the classroom 

 
Posted in Education, Literature, Scotland by Raymond Soltysek on January 25, 2013 
[The blog post can be found here:  https://raymondsoltysek.wordpress.com/tag/national-5/] 
 
           The other day, one of my students came up to me and pulled a couple of sheets of paper 

from her bag. “Raymond,” she said, “I wanted to show you this. We studied this story at 
Higher when I was at school.” 

 
            It was a copy of a story of mine, “Teuchter Dancing when the Lights Go Out”. I know that 

some teachers use “The Practicality of Magnolia”, but I was surprised by her teacher’s 
choice because the story contains more than a few swear words and a brief but explicit 
sex scene. How brave of him, I thought, and how original.    [no questions on this section] 

 
1 Education Scotland have published their Scottish set texts list for Higher and National 5 

qualifications, and it got me thinking. There has been a vociferous campaign to make the 
study of Scottish literature compulsory in schools; there is a powerful lobby that says that 
Scottish schoolchildren should know about Scottish writers. And, in essence, I agree.  

5 However, sections of that lobby have also successfully pushed an agenda that prescribes 
who those Scottish writers schoolchildren study should be, presumably on the grounds 
that if there is no prescription, there will be no compliance. At that point, we part 
company. 

 
The list itself is, I feel, a disappointment. It is not that I object to any particular text or  

10 writer; it is just that it is a tired rehash of the same old same old that seems to take more 
account of what texts English departments might have in their store cupboards than what 
actually might be relevant to pupils today who are studying in the context of the breadth of 
Curriculum for Excellence. I am particularly depressed by the drama list. Bold Girls may 
be written by a Scottish writer, but it is set in Northern Ireland during the Troubles; hugely  

15 contemporary, n’est pas? Always a fairly insubstantial text, it gained currency by being 
the only option accessible to pupils who might struggle at Higher. Sailmaker by Alan 
Spence is set in the Glasgow fifty years ago and centres on a boy’s relationship with a 
father who works in the long gone shipyards; I used it with Standard Grade General 
classes in the 1980s. Tally’s Blood – a play I admit I don’t know – was written in the  

20 1990s; The Cheviot, the Stag and the Black, Black Oil was written in the 1970s; Men 
Should Weep in the 1940s; and The Slab Boys, set in a 1950s carpet factory in a town 
that hasn’t seen carpet manufacturing for decades, was written in the late 1970s, and is 
another that has miles of groaning shelves dedicated to it. 

   
            Now I am not criticising these plays – they all have merit – but in a golden age of Scottish  
25 Theatre, why is there not one play that has been written in the 21st century? Why have 

those who have constructed this list ignored David Greig, David Harrower or Gregory 
Burke? Why are school students studying the Irish troubles when Black Watch might 
actually connect with what they see on television every day? Where are the really big 
issues about Scottish history, nationalism and identity that could have been explored  

30 through the utterly magnificent Duninsane? It is as if the National Theatre of Scotland 
never happened, as if it has no relevance to “Scottish literature”. 

 
            However, the other genres are little better, I feel. Of all the prose texts, only two were 

written in the 21st century. And while Anne Donovan, Iain Crichton Smith and Norman 
MacCaig are fine short story writers, there are many, many others who are ignored.  

https://raymondsoltysek.wordpress.com/2013/01/25/a-tiny-canon-scottish-literature-in-the-classroom/
https://raymondsoltysek.wordpress.com/2013/01/25/a-tiny-canon-scottish-literature-in-the-classroom/
https://raymondsoltysek.wordpress.com/category/education/
https://raymondsoltysek.wordpress.com/category/literature/
https://raymondsoltysek.wordpress.com/category/scotland/
https://raymondsoltysek.wordpress.com/tag/national-5/
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35 Where is Suhayl Saadi or Linda Cracknell? Where are Scottish adoptees like Bernard 
MacLaverty or Leila Abouela, both Scottish enough to have won a host of Scotland’s 
major literary awards? Where is the opportunity to pick up occasional brilliances like 
Beatrice Colin’s “Tangerines” or Michel Faber’s “Fish” – or, dare I say it, “The Practicality 
of Magnolia”. By prescribing these authors, the range and cultural diversity of Scottish  

40 writing is sidelined: there will be no other brave, original choices made, because “the list” 
will dominate. I cannot understand why Education Scotland didn’t simply trawl through the 
exam papers of students who write on a wide range of Scottish stories every year and 
publish a list of a hundred or so that seem to work. It’s tempting to think, looking at the 
list, that one of the major driving factors was saving money – what do schools already 

45 have on the shelf so we don’t have to listen to them asking for funding for new books – 
but that is hardly relevant for short stories, many of which are freely available online or 
cheaply available through the photocopier. 

 
            As for the novels, I love The Trick is to Keep Breathing, although it is again 23 years old, 

and James Robertson is a brilliant writer. Sunset Song is for some a classic, for others 
50 (like me) a wearisome trudge; again, where is the opportunity to look at the history of rural 

Scotland through a range of fantastic alternatives, such as Gunn’s The Silver Darlings or 
Alex Benzies’ The Year’s Midnight? I have yet to hear any teacher I know say a good 
word about the choice of Kidnapped for the list, including fans of R.L. Stevenson. The 
Cone Gatherers is a safe choice yet again: I can’t say much against it given that I helped  

55 create resources for it ten years ago that are still regularly used in schools, so I may get 
some in-service work out of it – but would I have been too unhappy to see a novel set 70 
years ago ditched for the very best of A.L. Kennedy? I really don’t think so. Scottish 
literature we want our schoolchildren to read – and A.L. Kennedy isn’t on the list. 

 
            As for the poets, thankfully 5 out of the 8 are still alive. Once more, though, where is the  
60 imagination? I use a W.N. Herbert poem, Temporal Ode, with Higher pupils because I 

don’t think any other teacher in Scotland uses it, and because it’s brilliant. So once more, 
where is the encouragement to introduce Scottish kids to a smorgasbord of Graham 
Fulton, Jim Carruth, Liz Niven, Gerrie Loose, Gerry Cambridge, Roddy Gorman, Robert 
Jamieson, Alan Riach, Donny O’Rourke, David Kinloch, Kathleen Jamie, Stuart A.  

65 Paterson, Roddy Lumsden, Gerrie Fellows, Bill Herbert, Dilys Rose, Brian McCabe or 
John Burnside. Come on, John Burnside, for heaven’s sake! 

 
            It’s not really a question of who is on and who is not on the list, though; it’s a question of 

how having a list at all will direct the focus of teachers onto a narrower and narrower 
range of what pupils will come to see as “Scottish”. We saw it last time texts were  

70 prescribed for the Revised Higher, which left us chained to Bold Girls and the poetry of 
Norman MacCaig. In those days, pupils had to study a set author. For MacCaig, the list 
consisted of about 13 poems. Assessment consisted of either a context question – a 
whole poem or extract on which about 16 marks’ worth of questions were based, with the 
remaining 9 marks assigned to a general question asking about the author’s work as a  

75 whole – or an essay, which had to take account of at least two and usually more poems 
from the list. 

 
           When set texts were dropped, though, most schools found themselves with copies of the 

poems and units of study (many published by my old colleagues at Jordanhill), and so 
they continued studying MacCaig’s poetry. However, they no longer spent time studying  

80 13 poems; instead, they trimmed that to three, or two, or even only one, and in the mid-
2000s, the majority of schoolchildren sitting  Higher answered a question using only 
“Assisi”, “Brooklyn Cop” or “Visiting Hour”. It got so bad, the Examiners had to change the 
nature of the paper to make it difficult to answer using the poems. 

 
            But teachers missed the whole point. In the set text days, studying one poem 
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85 was never enough to get more than 15 or 16 marks out of 25, since in both forms, the 
examination paper demanded knowledge of more than one poem. But because it had 
been prescribed, because it had been given the exam board’s blessing, “Assisi” in 
particular became the default poem of choice for many teachers in the mistaken 
knowledge that such blessing meant it was adequately rigorous to get the full range of  

90 marks; I spoke to an examiner once who said that many of his colleagues called it “That 
f’ing dwarf poem”. It was that seal of approval that damned a generation of Scottish 
teenagers to studying what is a short, lightweight poem – and I knew of some schools 
which studied only that poem – when they could and should have been swimming in a 
sea of the work of many varied, demanding, fulfilling Scottish poets. And history will 

95 repeat itself.      
 
            The thing is that the Scottish curriculum has always demanded the study of Scottish 

literature; it is in every guideline and arrangements document you can find. The issue, 
then, is oversight in schools, and that is quite easily remedied. Yes, pupils at National 5 
and Higher should answer a question on a Scottish text; but why not any Scottish text, or, 

100 at least, one from a very, very long list of suggested Scottish texts. Then, teachers can 
talk about Scottish literature and can read widely around it: they can have professional 
discussions about the appropriateness of Scottish texts for the curriculum in their schools. 
And then, a department head can oversee the study of those Scottish texts in the 
classrooms of their teachers. The knock on effect that would have on interest in Scottish 

105 literature – and by implication, on publishing – could be enormous. 
 
            Ah, but would they do it? Well, if students have to fill out a box on the front of their exam 

paper that says “The Scottish text I have used in my examination paper is ……………… “ 
you can damned well be sure that teachers will train them to fill it out right. They already 
make sure candidates don’t answer on two texts from the same genre, and train them to  

110 within an inch of their lives on all sorts of aspects of the exam, some of them quite bizarre 
(“My teacher says I’ll fail my essay if I don’t have a conclusion”, many pupils tell me); so 
why on earth couldn’t they make it quite clear to pupils that they must make sure they 
answer a question on text A, B or C because those are the Scottish texts they studied this 
year? 

 
115 I’m afraid. I’m afraid that in a sincere attempt to ensure that teachers do study Scottish 

literature, Scottish literature has in fact been done a great disservice. No teacher will ever 
do “Teuchter Dancing when the Lights Go Out”** again, and although that sounds as if I’m 
bemoaning my own fate, what disturbs me more is that it will be the fate of the majority of 
Scottish writers, many of them much more accomplished than me, because they have not 

120 made that arbitrary list of the chosen few. 

 
Reproduced with permission from Raymond Soltysek – a Scottish author.    
 
 Raymond Soltysek is a Scottish author.   His first short story collection, Occasional Demons, was shortlisted for the 
Saltire First Book award. He has written a number of short stories, including ‘Teuchter Dancing when the Lights Go 
Out’’ ** The film of his first screenplay,The Practicality of Magnolia, won two BAFTA New Talent awards, including Best 
TV Drama, and was nominated in the Best Screenplay category. He has also worked with BBC Education and has 
produced materials to support writing development in secondary schools through Education Scotland.  
 
He has an Honours degree in English Literature and Philosophy from Glasgow University, qualified as an English 
teacher from Jordanhill College, and has a Master of Education in Curriculum and Management. He has been a 
Principal Teacher of English in three secondary schools and an Acting Assistant Head Teacher. In 2001, he joined the 
University of Strathclyde, where he lectures in the School of Education. 

A tiny canon: Scottish literature in the classroom 
 
Exam/Prelim Practice Questions 

 

https://raymondsoltysek.wordpress.com/2013/01/25/a-tiny-canon-scottish-literature-in-the-classroom/
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1. Show how the writer’s language in paragraph 1 portrays the people who campaign for 
Scottish literature to be compulsory as pushy or aggressive in their approach.  (4) 

2. What are the main problems the writer has with the Scottish set text list, as outlined in 
paragraph 2? (4) 

3. How does the writer’s use of language in paragraph 3 shows his personal opinion?  You 
should refer to word choice and sentence structure. (4) 

4. What are the main issues the writer outlines in paragraph 4? (4) 
5. How does the writer’s use of sentence structure in lines 59-66 demonstrate the writer’s 

enthusiasm for a range of Scottish poetry? (2) 
6. Summarise what the writer sees as a consequence of the set texts prescribed for Revised 

Higher. (Lines 67-95) (4) 
7. In your own words, outline what the writer’s suggestion for a compromise is. (lines 96-104) (4) 
8. What does the writer think happen if his advice was taken? (2) 
9. Identify the writer’s tone in lines 106- 114 and how it has been created.  (2) 
10. How effective is the final paragraph as a conclusion to the article? (2) 
 
Group Discussion 

 
You are going to discuss Scottish Identity.  Consider the following questions: 
 

 What does it mean to be Scottish? What makes a person Scottish? 

 What makes Scotland and the Scots 'different' from other cultures or peoples in the UK 
and beyond? 

 What languages are used in Scotland?  How many do you use? 

 Do you think using Scots in everyday speech is appropriate?  Why/why not? 

 How do you think other people see the Scots? How do you think Scots are stereotyped in 
the media?  Is it a fair description? 

 Do you feel like you are more Scottish or more British?  What makes you feel that way? 
Do you feel you have things in common with other Scots in different parts of the country 
or do you feel different to people from other areas? 

 Do you think Scotland needs to be an independent country again or are you happy with 
the Union? 

 Do you think it should be mandatory for you to study Scottish literature and Scottish 
history? 

 
Writing Activities 

 
1. Write a piece using Scots dialect.  (This essay topic could count towards one of the 

Assessment Standards for the Scots Language Award) 
2. Write a piece of creative writing which features a Scottish location as its setting. 
3. Write a creative piece which features a very Scottish character, situation or set of 

values. 
4. Reflect upon what being Scottish means to you. 
5. Use one of the discussion topics above to write a discursive or persuasive essay. 
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Strangers in their own land 
By Alan MacGillivray 
 
1 In Scotland today, in our schools and colleges, we are surrounded by strangers in a 

strange land. I am not referring to immigrants from abroad, legal or illegal. The strangers 
are the pupils and students who are being taught within the autonomous Scottish 
education system, plus many of the teachers themselves, who are administering this  

5 system; and the strange land, strange to them all, is Scotland itself. The reasons for this 
paradox are not hard to find. 

 
            To begin with, the strangeness of the land. Unlike virtually every other country in the 

world, Scotland has long been governed by people who have difficulty accepting the self-
evident truth that all citizens have a right to know about the culture of their own land.  

10 Everywhere else in the world, including our great neighbour to the south, there is a 
requirement that the education system at all levels pays attention as a duty, an 
inescapable obligation, to the national cultural assets, including its literature and its 
language. Usually this requires an element of mandatory examination and assessment. 

 
Scotland is different. None of its administrations and governments over many decades  

15 have paid more than a fluctuating lip-service to the validity of Scottish culture and 
literature. Encouraging words in abundance have been uttered, yet never has any 
Education Minister, whether Conservative, Labour or SNP, committed clearly and 
unambiguously to placing a mandatory Scottish element in the language and literature 
curriculum. Thus very many pupils and students of Scotland live in a land strange to them  

20 because they are not shown the cultural wealth that defines it most fully. 
 
            In this way, they, and very many of their teachers, are like immigrants to Scotland. They 

look around the visible surface of the society and are not admitted into a sharing of its rich 
secrets. Nobody is charged to tell them that they are the rightful inheritors of a 1,500-
year-old tradition of languages and literature that has been an integral part of European  

25 civilisation and has influenced societies the world over. Of course, nobody has told most 
of their teachers that either, so how can the pupils be expected to know? English teachers 
are the product of the same inadequate curriculum as their pupils. For pupils, teachers, 
and indeed officials and politicians as well, Scottish culture is pawky and parochial, the 
language is common slang, and literature amounts to platitudes about Rabbie Burns. 

 
30 Every one of these delusions is the product of laughable ignorance and pathetic 

prejudice. The growing number of scholars and enthusiasts who are aware of the true 
range, scope and depth of Scottish literary and cultural achievement are doing a great job 
in the face of governmental apathy, civil service hostility and the irrational prejudice of 
colleagues to spread at least some knowledge in the schools. However, the results are  

35 patchy and many schools are total desert areas where Scottish language and literature 
are concerned. 

  
            A necessary first step in redressing this is to review what may needed in the form of 

Scottish language and literature courses for English teachers at both undergraduate and 
postgraduate levels of tertiary education and training. 

 
40 Striking a note of faint optimism, one can say that even in official quarters there is now a 

growing sense that this nonsensical state of affairs cannot be allowed to continue. The 
total lack of any arguments that can be mounted against the rational policy of making the 
teaching of Scottish literature and culture mandatory in Scottish schools, the  

            realisation of the inescapable right of all future Scottish citizens to be informed about their  
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45 own country, and the sense that officialdom is beginning to look merely ridiculous in its 
intransigence - these are bringing about some movement in the glasshouses of 
government. Yet the instinct is to move at a snail's pace, fighting a delaying action. The  

            time for action is now. A Minister of Education must grasp the nettle very soon (safely 
protected by the gloves of officialspeak) and declare for a secure place within Scottish  

50 education for the national literature. It really is time to make Scotland less of an 
international educational oddity. 

 
 
Reproduced with permission from Teaching Scotland, the magazine of the General Teaching Council for Scoltand 
Alan MacGillivray has been a Principal Teacher of English, a Senior Lecturer in English at Jordanhill College of Education, and a 
lecturer in Scottish Literature at the University of Strathclyde. He is the author and editor of books and articles on the teaching of 
Scottish Literature, and is a Past President of the Association for Scottish Literary Studies. Recently he has been writing and 
publishing collections of poetry. 

 
http://www.teachingscotland.org.uk/education-in-scotland/scotlands-education-system/37-strangers-in-their-own-
land.aspx 
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Strangers in their own land 

Exam/Prelim Practice Questions 

1. Explain the paradox outlined in paragraph 1. (3) 

2. Re-read paragraph 2. What does the writer think is ‘strange’ about Scotland? (2) 

3. In what way does the writer think “Scotland is different” (paragraph3)? (3) 

4. In your own words, explain in what way the writers think pupils and teachers in Scotland 

are like immigrants? (Paragraph 4) (3) 

5. Show how the writer’s use of language in paragraph 5 illustrates his disapproval of the 

attitudes towards Scottish literature and culture he has observed. (4) 

6. How is this attitude continued in the conclusion?  (2) 

7. How does the writer’s use of language in the conclusion show that progress is slow 

and/or that ministers are over-cautious? (2) 

8. How effective do you think the imagery of ‘grasp the nettle’ (line 60) is in conveying the 

writer’s argument? (2) 

9. Explain the techniques the writer uses in the conclusion to persuade the reader of his 

point of view.  (3) 

Exam/Prelim Practice 

Comparison Question 
 

Each passage can be studied separately.  However, you will be preparing for a prelim and a 
final exam.  In these, you will have 25 marks worth of questions on Passage 1.  There will be 
no questions specifically on passage two but there will be a 5 mark Comparison Question.  
The question below will help you prepare for this.  
 

11. Both this passage and the extract from Raymond Soltysek’s blog deal with Scottish culture 
and the education system.  Identify key areas on which they agree or disagree. In your 
answer, you should refer in detail to both passages.  (5) 

 
/30 
 

 
 
Writing Topics 

1. Scots Language: explain how the Scots language developed.  Show how the language 

was suppressed and re-emerged.  (This essay topic could count towards one of the 

Assessment Standards for the Scots Language Award) 

2. Discuss society’s views of the Scots language and its acceptability in formal situations.  

To what extent do you think society’s views are justified? 

 

 
Extension Task: 

If you have done the writing piece in Scots and the essay which shows how the Scots Language 

developed, you could be eligible for the Scots Language Award.  In order to achieve all 

outcomes, answer the questions which follow the article on the next page which is written in 

Scots. 
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Picters In Yer Heid 
Bob Fairnie 

30th September 2011 

1 A mind a puckle year syne takin pairt in a Radio Scotland braidcast aboot the Scots 

language. Yin o the ithers takin pairt threapit mair or less that oo war aw wastin oor times 

ettlin tae speak Scots cause maist o us aw thocht juist in English onywey. A taen him up 

on that pynt for A thocht at the time that A wis thinkin in Scots. A haed been speakin in  

5 Scots an A kent fine that A didnae think up a sentence in English first then owerset it intae 

Scots. It juist disnae work that wey. 

 

           The diffrence atween Scots an English isnae juist the diffrent soond o the words that's 

yaised. Ther diffrences in the gremmar, sentence structure an idiom an aw. A guid 

exemplar micht be the "Singularity o certain Scots plural verbs". English aye yaises plural  

10 verbs wi plural nouns an plural pronouns. Scots aye yaises singular verbs wi baith 

singular an plural nouns an juist chynges ower tae a plural verb whan it's cleekit tae a 

plural pronoun. Sae, ye can get the likes o, "The dugs is rinnin doon the 

street" or "They are rinnin doon the street". 

 

Onywey, noo-a-days A'm no shair if oo think in languages at aw. A mind a while back ma 

15 youngest dauchter haed been bidin in Germany for a while an haed gotten engaged tae a  

            German polisman. The neist time ma wife an masel wis ower for a veisit, oo got 

introduced tae oor dauchter's future Guid-Faither an Guid-Mither an efter a blether in thair 

hoose, they taen us a lang daunder alangside a canal an oot intae the kintrae side. This 

turnt oot tae be nae sma daunder but lestit for aboot three oors. Ma wife wis walkin  

20 alangside the mither an masel alangside the faither. 

 

            A haed aye taen an intrest in the German language syne the days o the War whan A 

yaised tae get a job on the scuil holidays warkin on the local ferm alangside some 

German POWs. A mind yin day A wis warkin wi yin cried Heinz an oo war baith liftin 

boxes o lettuce aff the conveyor belt efter they hid cam oot o the washer machine. Oo hid  

25 tae coont aw the boxes as oo steckit thaim up in a corner an it wisnae that lang afore oo 

war baith coontin thaim in German. Thon wis whit stertit me aff lairnin masel the leid. 

            The POWs wisnae allooed aff the ferm an yin day juist afore denner time, Heinz haundit 

me a twa-bob bit an speirt if A wad get him ten Woodbine whan A gaed hame for ma 

denner. A telt ma mither as A wis haein ma denner an she got anither twa-bob bit oot her  

30 purse an said, "Puir Sowel. Get him twinty." 

 

            Whan A gied the twinty Woodbines tae Heinz he luikit fair bumbazed an said that he haed 

only gied me twa bob. 

"Von meine Mutter." wis yin o ma first real yuisses o the leid an A wis fair awa wi masel. 

Onywey, wi ma dauchter's waddin comin up, A thocht A'd be best tae tak an O Level  

35 coorse in German at the nicht scuil. Sae, as A wis walkin wi ma dauchter's Guid Faither 

tae be, it turnt oot that he cuidnae speak a word o English sae oo juist spake for three 

hale oors in German. The thing is it cuid only hiv been in German wi him no speakin ony 

English an, tho A can mind maist o the things oo haed been bletherin aboot, A cannae 

mind whit language maist o the words wis spoken in. Ye see, whan ye think back on a  

40 crack that ye've haed, ye dinnae see the words spelt oot in the language that wis yaised, 

nor dae ye hear the words spoken in yer lugs. Aw that ye mind is the picters that thae 
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words haes pitten intae yer heid. Picters that can be owerset intae ony leid that ye're 

acquent wi. 

 

Sae A doot A maun hiv been hauf richt durin thon Radio Scotland braidcast. A hidnae  

45 been thinkin in English richt eneuch nor haed A been thinkin in ony leid. A haed been 

thinkin in picter like thochts that kythed in ma heid an A haed owerset thae picters direck 

intae Scots words. Aiblins, wi a monoglot English speakin body that disnae speak ony 

ither leid, A cuid unnerstaun thaim thinkin they war thinkin in English cause aw the picter 

thochts in thair heids wis aye bein owerset intae English an nivver intae ony ither leid.  

50 Howanever, wi bi-lingual or multilingual fowk, thae picters can be owerset intae a ony 

nummer o leids. Sae the quaisten noo is, whan oo think aboot onythin, are thae thochts 

comin intae oor heids as words o yin, twa or ony nummer o leids or are oor thochts juist 

comin intae oor heids as picters for us tae owerset intae whitever leid oo're yaisin at the 

time?  

 
Reproduced with permission from the Scots Language Centre and Bob Fairnie. 

http://www.scotslanguage.com/blog/Sep-2011/Picters_In_Yer_Heid  

 

 

Picters In Yer Heid 

Unit Assessment Practice Questions 

1. There are several possible target audiences for this article.  Identify one and explain, 

using close reference to the text, why you chose this particular audience.  

2. What do you think is the purpose of this article?  Explain your answer, using evidence 

from the text to support your answer. 

3. Outline the writer’s argument in your own words. You may do this in English or Scots. 

4. How did the writer’s younger days prepare him for meeting his daughter’s future in-laws? 

5. Show how the writer’s use of language demonstrates: 

a. his own emotional reaction to speaking another language for the first time 

b. and the German POW’s reaction to the kindness that the writer showed him. 

6. What did the meeting with his daughter’s future in-laws make the writer realise? 

7. How does the writer create a conversational tone in this article?   

8. How effective is the last paragraph as a conclusion to the writer’s argument? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

http://www.scotslanguage.com/blog/Sep-2011/Picters_In_Yer_Heid
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War photographers are unique, driven and 
talented - without them the world would be 
blind 
 
Pictures taken by women photographers featured in the Observer's New Review this weekend 
take courage to a new level, writes Tracy McVeigh 
 
Photographer Lynsey Addario stands near the 
frontline during a pause in the fighting in Ras 
Lanuf, Libya, 2011. Photograph: John 
Moore/Getty Images 
 
1 Some years ago I went to Ethiopia for 

the Observer, into the highlands where 
some of the country's poorest people 
live. Visiting what was billed as a  

5 maternity hospital but was in fact a 
corrugated metal-roofed shed with a few 
rusty bed frames where a doctor visited 
once a month. Unfortunately for the 17 year-old woman brought in by her young husband 
and terrified parents-in-law, the day she had complications  after giving birth didn't  

10 coincide with the doctor's visit. As the girl lay curled up on bare bed springs, slowly 
bleeding to death, the heart-broken mother-in-law begged the Observer photographer to 
take a photograph, her nails digging deep as she clutched my hand. We didn't know 
whether she wanted the picture taken to show the world their situation or to prove that 
she'd lived at all. 

 
15 A few weeks later I went to the opening of a new children's unit in a Sussex hospital. It 

was full of smiling white-coated staff and bright colours. To my surprise I missed the 
speeches and ended up locked in the brand new toilets, in bits, feeling the grieving 
women's nails and knowing why she wanted the picture taken. 

 
The work of war and conflict photographers is not just about their bravery in face   

20 of fire. It's also about their constant exposure to some of the most awful tragedies  
imaginable and their ability to process that hurt and trauma and carry on working in the   
face of it, driven by the larger ideal that telling the world what is happening will make a  
difference. 
 
It's not just the photographer who wants the story to be told, so, in most cases, does the 

25 person being photographed. Some of the work done by the women photographers  
featured in the Observer's New Review cover story this weekend, takes courage to a  
whole new level. 

 
            None of these women have made much money or are household names. Alixandra 

Fazzina's coverage of the Somalian refugee crisis involved her following trigger-happy  
30 murderous traffickers who took boats of refugees out to sea and dumped them there, 

returning for anther fee-paying load. Lynsey Addario clambers so fearlessly over 
battlefields, yet through the fog and smoke of war manages to capture images of great 
humanity and empathy. Maggie Steber's career-long relationship with Haiti has put her at 
great risk but documented that troubled nation's people and their lives at times when few  

35 outsiders cared. 
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When I was in Egypt last year with Observer photographer Gary Carlton we were with a  
protest march that suddenly came under fire from the opposing side. I ran one way, away  
from the shooting, but as I looked over my shoulder for Gary, he was running just as fast  
the other way, camera in front of his face. There has to be an instinct that takes over,  

40 something inherent in the genes that makes people able to do the job. 
 
            And it's an extraordinary job they do. Camille Lepage, the 26-year-old French 

photographer killed in Central African Republic earlier this month, was, said her grieving 
mother, the kind of person who was so driven to make a difference "that she was not an 
easy person to live with". A different breed absolutely. Unique, driven and  tremendously  

45 talented. Without them the world would be blind. 
 

© 2014 Guardian News and Media Limited or its affiliated companies. All rights reserved. 
 

 
 

War photographers are unique, driven and talented - without them the world would 
be blind 
Exam/Prelim Practice Questions 

 
1. There are several possible target audiences for this article.  Identify one and explain, 

using close reference to the text, why you chose this particular audience. (3) 

2. What do you think is the purpose of this article?  Explain your answer, using evidence 

from the text to support your answer. (3) 

3. Outline the writer’s main argument in your own words. (2) 

4. In your own words, explain the meaning of the headline to this article. (1) 

5. How does the writer create an emotive tone in the first paragraph? (4) 

6.  

a. Explain what happens in paragraph 2.  (2) 

b. What is the writer’s reaction and how does use of contrast illustrate the reasons 

for that reaction? (4) 

7. Show how the writer’s use of language demonstrates her admiration for war 

photographers and their work. (4) 

8. How effective is the last paragraph as a conclusion to the writer’s argument? (2) 

 

/25 

A comparison question will follow the next article.  Answering the last question will give a mark /30.  
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Replacing 
photojournalists with 
drones will only bring 
us 'war porn'  
The human touch is essential when 

covering that most human of dramas – war  

By Harry de Quetteville, 31 Jul 2014 

1 Twenty years ago the photojournalist Kevin Carter ran a hosepipe from the exhaust of his 

truck, through the window by the driver’s seat, and turned the key in the ignition, killing 

himself aged 33.  

 

He left behind him a six year-old child, as well as a portfolio of work that put a worldwide  

5 audience in the midst of those countless personal, individual confrontations and tragedies 

that together make up war.  

 

           Take his picture of a botched attack by three Afrikaner neo-Nazis in 1994: two lie prone, 

blood spattered, presumably dead. One kneels, arms raised, begging for his life. It is hard 

to imagine a more intimate moment. Yet Carter was there, somehow managing not to get  

10 in the way of this life-and-death transaction – to record it, to show the rest of us what was 

going on.  

 

           Now we learn that the astonishingly brave men and women who take such revealing shots 

and footage will be replaced by drones. That, at least, is the opinion of the producer, 

Ognian Boytchev, who has accompanied veteran BBC reporter John Simpson on many of  

15 his riskiest assignments.  

 

            He welcomed the development:  

            “John Simpson and I put our lives in danger year after year, and countless other war 

correspondents and their crews do the same. An unmanned drone has no fear, no family, 

and no doubts. It will fly into the most dangerous, openly hostile environment and capture 

20 the best, most incredible images that us ‘real’ reporters could ever hope for.”  

             

            I have to disagree. No doubt the images themselves will be fabulous. But photojournalism 

is about more than just the image itself. It is about framing a story, choosing a moment, 

capturing a narrative that hits home with a global audience more powerfully than any 

article ever could.  

 

25 Mr Boytchev’s arguments for using drones in reporting are the same as those that the 

military deploys in favour of drones on the battlefield: they never tire; there is far less risk.  

            But the same disadvantages also apply. What is lost in both cases is a human connection 

that comes from being in the same place, on the same battlefield, facing the same 

dangers.  

 

30 For war is not ripe for the David Attenborough documentary treatment, where images can 

become so beguiling that we forget the reality of what they portray. For some viewers, 

The Blue Planet was “nature porn”. Drones in reportage will bring us ever closer to “war 
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porn”. We must beware the advent of “The Red Planet – Death on Earth”. This, after all, is 

a world in which people are keen to draw up chairs for a ringside seat to watch the  

35 bombing of Gaza. There is no doubt that war porn will find an audience.  

 

            Failure to cherish that human link, to abandon photojournalists in favour of drones, would 

be an insult to that extraordinary tribe of men and women who criss-cross this earth, 

usually totally unheralded, to bring us into the heart of the action – as we remain in the 

comfort of our own homes. They do not get the plaudits that their reporter colleagues get  

40 for filing words. Yet often it is they who are taking the biggest risks.  

 

            I salute them: people like the award-winning David Rose, who took the photo which 

illustrates this article. People like the young French photojournalist Camille Lepage who, 

aged just 26, was killed in Central African Republic in May this year. No drone would have 

been where she was, because no corporation would have chosen to focus on this little- 

45 known militia conflict. But she was there because her personal interest led her there. And 

where she – and countless other brave souls equipped with cameras – go, we go too.  

 

© Telegraph Media Group  

 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/comment/11002913/Replacing-photojournalists-with-drones-will-only-

bring-us-war-porn.html 

Unit Assessment Practice Questions 

1. What do you think is the purpose of this article?  Give reasons (with evidence) for your 
answer. 

2. Who do you think would be a target audience for this article?  Give reasons (with 
evidence) for your answer. 

3. How effectively does paragraph 1 serve as an introduction to the article?  
4. What is the writer’s opinion of the use of drones instead of photographers in war zones? 
5. How does the writer use the experiences of real people effectively in this article to 

demonstrate the arguments for and/or against the use of drones instead of war 
photographers?  There are three main examples – discuss each one. 

6. How does the writer’s use of language throughout this article emphasise his point of 
view?  You should analyse: 

 Word choice 

 Imagery 

 Sentence structure 

 Tone  
7. How effectively does the last paragraph serve as a conclusion to the article?  

 
Exam/Prelim Practice 

Comparison Question 
 

Each passage can be studied separately.  However, you will be preparing for a prelim and a 
final exam.  In these, you will have 25 marks worth of questions on Passage 1.  There will be 
no questions specifically on passage two but there will be a 5 mark Comparison Question.  
The question below will help you prepare for this.  
 

12. Both passages deal the topic of war photography.  Identify key areas on which they agree 
and/or disagree. In your answer, you should refer in detail to both passages.  (5) 

 
/30 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/comment/11002913/Replacing-photojournalists-with-drones-will-only-bring-us-war-porn.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/comment/11002913/Replacing-photojournalists-with-drones-will-only-bring-us-war-porn.html
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At War: photographer Don McCullin 
Listening – Unit Assessment Practice  

 

You are going to listen to the beginning of a talk by Don McCullen about war photography. The 

section you are going to listen to is about 9 minutes long.  If you watch the images that go 

along with the talk, be advised that some of them may be upsetting to some observers.  The 

images are Don McCullin’s war photographs and feature scenes of violence and death. 

This is the link:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OVZe4rQKcls 

You will hear the talk straight through with no pauses. Then your assessor will play it again in 
sections. However, you can ask to have it played as often as you need to, pausing where 
appropriate. You may take notes as you listen. 
 
Answer the following questions, using your own words as far as possible. 
 

1. Identify one purpose of the talk. Explain your answer with evidence. 
2. Identify a possible audience for this talk. Explain your choice with evidence. 

 
From 0:25 to 3:22  
3. What impact did McCullin’s start in life have on his photography? 
4. What is McCullin’s intention when taking photographs? 
5. How did he start off feeling about being a photographer of war and how did his 

perception change? 
6.  

a. Explain how the experience in the African village changed his views. 
b. How does McCullin use language effectively to convey his thoughts and 

feelings about his experiences?  In your answer, you may refer to word choice, 
imagery, tone or any other appropriate feature.  

7. Explain how his word choice demonstrates his attitude to war.  
 

From 3.22 to 4:58 
8. Why did McCullin set up the photograph of the dead Vietnamese soldier?   
9. How does his word choice show his attitude to the soldier or to the American soldiers? 

 
Listen to the section from 7:23 to 8:59  
10.  

a. In your own words, explain how McCullin feels about having the pictures in his 
house. 

b. How does his use of language demonstrate his feelings about the photographs 
and the impact his job has on him? 

,  

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OVZe4rQKcls
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Giving 16-year-olds the vote can be Labour's 
Great Reform Act 

 
Britain's rotten, bribery-based democracy discounts the young and the poor. Getting 
sixth-formers to vote is the first step to fixing it 
 
Polly Toynbee, The Guardian, Friday 31 January 2014 
[Article shortened for the purpose of this unit – full article can be found here: 
http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2014/jan/31/giving-16-year-olds-vote-reform-bribery-
based-democracy/print] 
 
'Only a third of under-35s earning £10,000 or less bothered to vote in 2010, compared with 
almost 80% of over-55s earning £40,000 or more'.  
 
1 Don't vote, and you don't count. Democracy forgets you, no one cares what you think, and 

governments will spend a lot less on you and your ilk. The old vote; the young don't. The 
rich vote; the poor don't. So that's how power and money get shared out. In a vicious 
downward spiral, the more the young and the poor think Westminster act for them and isn't  

5 on their side, the less they will vote. And the less they vote, the more they will be ignored 

as the electoral battleground shrinks to a little middle England handkerchief of turf. 

 
Voting isn't shopping – most people think about more than what they win or lose in taxing 

            and spending. But parties make policies on the assumption that elections are won by  
            bribing swing voters with last-minute offers, or frightening them with tax bombshell  
10 warnings. The money follows the votes. 
 
            Research by Prof Sarah Birch for the Institute for Public Policy Research shows how wide 

the gap has grown between those who vote and those who don't. A four percentage point  
 difference in turnout between high and low earners in 1987 had grown to 23 points by the  
            last election. The voting gap between the young and old stretched even wider: in 2010  
15 there was a 32 point difference in turnout between the over-65s and under-24s. When you 

compound this by comparing the voting habits of the old rich with the young poor, the results 
become what Birch calls "toxic". Only a third of under-35s earning £10,000 or less  

 bothered to vote last time, compared with almost 80% of over-55s earning £40,000 or 
            more. 
 
             
20     Our dysfunctional democracy helps explain why inequality is gathering pace. Take this 

government's defining signpost, George Osborne's first spending review in 2010. Average 
voters lost 12% – £1,850 – while average non-voters lost 20%, or £2,135. The protection 
of the old rich with benefits they don't need is well-reported: votes attract bribes. In  

            contrast, out went the education maintenance allowance and the child trust fund, while child  
25    benefit, tax credits and cheap travel for the young shrank, and an average £40,000 of debt 

was piled on to students' backs. The young did vote a bit more in 2010 than in 2005, 
seduced by the Lib Dem fees pledge, but no broken promise was ever better designed to  

           disillusion first-time voters. 
 
            Promising votes at 16, Labour has taken a first step in the right direction. Sixteen-year-olds  

http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2014/jan/31/giving-16-year-olds-vote-reform-bribery-based-democracy/print
http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2014/jan/31/giving-16-year-olds-vote-reform-bribery-based-democracy/print
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30 will vote in Scotland's referendum, and Sadiq Khan, the shadow justice secretary, has just 
announced that under Labour, 16- and 17-year-olds would get a first vote in London's 2016 
mayoral election, with a primary where any Labour supporter can help select Labour's  
candidate. But neither, on its own, solves the problem… 

 
           First, get the 16- to 18-year-olds voting: make headteachers register them, and put polling  
35 stations in schools and colleges. Evidence shows that if people vote once, they will again: 

fear of making a mistake is a hidden reason why many don't – and that continues for life, 
voting declining with successive cohorts. Last year Michael Gove made citizenship  

           education non-statutory. But it should be a compulsory GCSE, not a dead-end subject:  
           make it more hotly political, as there's scant sign it has engaged the young so far – polls  
40 show them least trusting and least communally minded. Prof Birch wants first-time voting 

made compulsory, but Katie Ghose, of the Electoral Reform Society, fears that's 
antagonising: better to trust teachers to get them to the polling booths. 

 
            Imagine the change when candidates solicit votes from sixth forms as eagerly as they press  
            the aged flesh in old people's homes: you can bet that free bus passes for all under-25s  
45 would soon be on offer. (Young voters should ignore Russell Brand, who is 38 and never 

goes anywhere by bus.) 
 
            Things are getting worse: the result of the 2010 election was decided by only 1.6% of the 
            electorate. As the population segregates geographically into social ghettos, the number of 

marginal seats has shrunk from 150 in the 1970s to just 85 today. The Electoral Reform  
50 Society quotes unsurprising research showing countries with proportional representation, 

where all votes count the same, are less economically unequal. PR for local government is  
           a first step Labour should embrace: it would make cracks in the great polarisation giving  
           Labour council seats in the south, and Tories a voice in the north. 
 
            Meanwhile, all those absentees need to be roused to vote: next week, find someone new 
55 to register in good time for May. 
 
© 2014 Guardian News and Media Limited or its affiliated companies. All rights reserved. 
Political views expressed in these articles are those of the author. The article has been chosen for the writer’s skill, not to promote her 
political views. 

 

Giving 16-year-olds the vote can be Labour's Great Reform Act 
Exam/Prelim Practice Questions 
 

1.  
a. What are the key ideas mentioned in the opening paragraph? (3) 
b. How does the writer’s language make her point of view clear? (4) 
c. How does the evidence provided in paragraph 3 emphasise the points she is 

trying to make?  (3) 
2. In your own words, summarise the points the author is making in paragraph 4. (4) 
3. What solutions does she suggest to engage young people in the process of voting? (2) 
4.  

a. How would you describe the tone of lines 47-53? (1) 
b. How is this tone created? (4) 

5. Show how the writer’s use of language throughout the article shows that she is against 
the political views of the government/theTories and/or Lib Dems.  (4) 

 
/25  
 

A comparison question will follow the next article.  Answering the last question will give a mark /30.  
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Russell Brand: we deserve more from our 
democratic system 

Following his appearance on Newsnight, the comedian explains why he believes there are 
alternatives to our current regime 
 
Russell Brand, The Guardian, Tuesday 5 November 2013 17.57 GMT 
 
1 I've had an incredible week since I spoke from the heart, some would say via my backside*, on 

Paxman. I've had slaps on the back, fist bumps, cheers and hugs while out and about, cock-eyed 
offers of political power from well-intentioned chancers and some good ol' fashioned character 
assassinations in the papers. 

       
5 The people who liked the interview said it was because I'd articulated what they were thinking. I      

recognise this. God knows I'd love to think the attention was about me but I said nothing new or 
original, it was the expression of the knowledge that democracy is irrelevant that resonated. As long 
as the priorities of those in government remain the interests of big business, rather than the people 
they were elected to serve, the impact of voting is negligible and it is our responsibility to be more  

10 active if we want real change…. 
 
       The only reason to vote is if the vote represents power or change. I don't think it does. I fervently 

believe that we deserve more from our democratic system than the few derisory tit-bits tossed from 
the carousel of the mighty, when they hop a few inches left or right. The lazily duplicitous servants of 
The City expect us to gratefully participate in what amounts to little more than a political hokey cokey  

15 where every four years we get to choose what colour tie the liar who leads us wears. 
 
       Obviously there has been some criticism of my outburst, I've not been universally applauded as a 

cross between Jack Sparrow and Spartacus (which is what I'm going for) but they've been oddly 
personal and I think irrelevant to the argument. I try not to read about myself as the mean stuff is   
hurtful and the good stuff hard to believe, but my mates always give me the gist of what's going on,  

20 the b*****ds. Some people say I'm a hypocrite because I've got money now. When I was poor and I 
complained about inequality people said I was bitter, now I'm rich and I complain about inequality they 
say I'm a hypocrite. I'm beginning to think they just don't want inequality on the agenda because it is a 
real problem that needs to be addressed. 

 
      It's easy to attack me, I'm a right twerp, I'm a junkie and a cheeky monkey, I accept it, but that doesn't  
25 detract from the incontrovertible fact that we are living in a time of huge economic disparity and 

confronting ecological disaster. This disparity has always been, in cultures since expired, a warning 
sign of end of days. In Rome, Egypt and Easter Island the incubated ruling elites, who had forgotten 
that we are one interconnected people, destroyed their societies by not sharing. That is what's 
happening now, regardless of what you think of my hair or me using long words, the facts are the facts  

30 and the problem is the problem. Don't be distracted. I think these columnist fellas who give me aggro 
for not devising a solution or for using long words are just being territorial. When they say "long words" 
they mean "their words" like I'm a monkey who got in their Mum's dressing up box or a hooligan in 
policeman's helmet… 

 
       The less privileged among us are already living in the apocalypse, the thousands of street sleepers 
35   in our country, the refugees and the exploited underclass across our planet daily confront what we 

would regard as the end of the world. No money, no home, no friends, no support, no hand of 
 friendship reaching out, just acculturated and inculcated condemnation. 
 
      When I first got a few quid it was like an anaesthetic that made me forget what was important but  
      now I've woken up. I can't deny that I've done a lot of daft things while I was under the capitalist  
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40 fugue, some silly telly, soppy scandals, movies better left unmade. I've also become rich. I don't 
hate rich people; Che Guevara was a rich person. I don't hate anyone, I judge no one, that's not 
my job, I'm a comedian and my job is to say whatever I like to whoever I want if I'm prepared to 
take the consequences. Well I am… 

 
         If we all collude and collaborate together we can design a new system that makes the current one  
45 obsolete. The reality is there are alternatives. That is the terrifying truth that the media, government 

and big business work so hard to conceal. Even the outlet that printed this will tomorrow print a 
couple of columns saying what a naïve idiot* I am, or try to find ways that I've messed* up. Well I 
am naïve and I have messed*up but I tell you something else. I believe in change.  

 
         I don't mind getting my hands dirty because my hands are dirty already. I don't mind giving my life  
50 to this because I'm only alive because of the compassion and love of others. Men and women 

strong enough to defy this system and live according to higher laws. This is a journey we can all 
go on together, all of us. We can include everyone and fear no one. A system that serves the planet 
and the people. I'd vote for that. 

 
[* Article edited for the purpose of this unit – full article can be found here: 

http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2013/nov/05/russell-brand-democratic-system-newsnight]  

 
© 2014 Guardian News and Media Limited or its affiliated companies. All rights reserved. 
Political views expressed in these articles are those of the author. The article has been chosen for the writer’s skill, not to promote his political 
views. 

 

 

Russell Brand: we deserve more from our democratic system 

Questions: Unit Assessment Practice 

1. What is the purpose of this article? Justify your answer by referring closely to the text. 

2. Who do you think the target audience is?  Justify your answer by referring closely to the text.  

3. Summarise the key arguments he makes throughout the article.   

4. How does Russell Brand create a conversational tone throughout this article?  

5. How does he use humour effectively to convey his message? 

6. How effectively do you think he concludes his argument?  Refer closely to the text in your 

answer.  

7. To what extent do you agree with his opinions?  Refer closely to the text in your answer.  

 

Exam/Prelim Practice 

Each passage can be studied separately.  However, you will be preparing for a prelim and a final 
exam.  In these, you will have 25 marks worth of questions on Passage 1.  There will be no 
questions specifically on passage two but there will be a 5 mark Comparison Question.  The 
question below will help you prepare for this.  
 
10. Both passages deal with the subject of the voting.  Identify key areas on which they agree 

and/or disagree. In your answer, you should refer in detail to both passages.  (5)      /30 
 

Writing/Discussion topics 

1. Voting should be made compulsory: discuss. 

2. Politicians are all the same: discuss 

3. Should 16 and 17 year olds be given the right to vote? 

 

http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2013/nov/05/russell-brand-democratic-system-newsnight
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How to get young people to vote  
 

Listening Unit Assessment Practice 

 

You are going to listen to the beginning of a talk by Rick Edwards about getting young people 

to vote. The section you are going to listen to is about   minutes long. 

 
This is the link:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nlYpMGI6iNQ 
 
You will hear the talk straight through with no pauses. Then your assessor will play it again in 
sections. However, you can ask to have it played as often as you need to, pausing where 
appropriate. You may take notes as you listen. 
 
Answer the following questions, using your own words as far as possible. 
 
1. Identify one purpose of the talk. Explain your answer with evidence. 
2. Identify a possible audience for this talk. Explain your choice with evidence. 

 
Listen to the opening section (0:0 to 3:02) 
3. Explain, using your own words, what major problem Edwards sees with young people not 

voting. 
4. Why does Edwards believe that politicians won’t do anything about young people not 

voting?  
5. How does Edwards’ use of language show that he thinks that young people are at a 

disadvantage if they don’t vote?  In your answer, you could refer to word choice, imagery, 
sentence structure, tone, pace or any other appropriate feature.    
 

Listen to the section from 3:03 – 5:06 
6.  

a. Summarise what Edwards says about young voters.  To what extent do you agree 
with his opinions? 

 
Listen to the section from 5:07 to 9:13 
7. What do your think he means by ‘digital natives’?   
8. How does Edwards use statistics to persuade you in this section?  
9.  

a. What solutions does he offer in this section? (There are three in this section.)  
b. In your own words, explain what benefits he sees in these solution.   
 

Listen to the section from 9:14 to the end. 
10.  

a. What solutions does he offer in this section? (There are two discussed). 
 

b. In your own words, explain what benefits he sees in these solution.   
 

11. How does Edwards’ use of language show how much confusing information there is on 
political parties?  In your answer, you could refer to word choice, imagery, sentence 
structure, tone, pace or any other appropriate feature. 
 
 

After you have finished listening: 
12. To what extent did you find Edwards’ talk persuasive?  Did it make influence your opinion 

on the subject of voting? 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nlYpMGI6iNQ
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Andy Murray: not miserable, just normal 

 

So what if he never smiles? Can't he just play tennis without having to pull a 
happy face for you? 
 
Charlie Brooker, The Guardian, Sunday 8 July 2012 14.56 BST 
 
Andy Murray: who would you prefer? Mr Tumble? Photograph: Getty Images 
 
1 Congratulations to Andy Murray, who either 

did or didn't win Wimbledon this afternoon. 
Since I'm writing this almost immediately 
before the match itself kicks off, I've got no  

5 way of knowing what the outcome was. Is. 

Will be. Whatever. 

            I think I can safely predict one thing, though: 

whatever happens, win or lose, in the post-

game interview, he won't do a double thumbs 

10 up, gurn joyously down the lens, waggle his tongue around like Gazza, then moonwalk off, 
waving, grinning, and making comedy trombone noises. That's not the Andy Murray we 
know and sort of love. 

 
            People say Murray's miserable because he doesn't smile very often. He's not miserable.                        

He's normal. Have you walked down a street recently? Any street in the country? Go on,  
15 pick one. Take a stroll. Bring a notepad. Make a note each time you spot someone walking 

around beaming like they just taught their dog to excrete* money. Chances are you'll cross 
six postcodes before you glimpse so much as a smirk. Which isn't to say people are 
inherently unhappy. Just that they've got better things to do with their faces than walking 
around bending their mouths up like idiots. 

 
20 The people who want Murray to smile are the same ones who try to make me dance at 

weddings. They want the world to conspicuously enjoy itself in a manner of their choosing, 
and they turn vaguely sanctimonious when they encounter pockets of resistance, as though 
their definition of fun is the only one that matters. 

 
25 So Murray isn't going to win the Merryville Festival of Grins any time soon. What difference 

does it make to you, you needy gits*? Can't he just play tennis without having to turn around 
after each point and pull a happy face just for you, like he's your dad watering plants in the 
garden and you're a toddler watching him through the kitchen window? What do you want, 
a tennis champion or Mister Tumble? Make your mind up, because you're  

30 not getting both. 
 
            Perhaps part of the confusion is that despite being very much in the public eye, Murray 

refuses to play along with the patronising emotionalism demanded by the media, where 
sporting stars are expected to put on showy displays of "passion" that look good in a 
highlights package at the end of the show. If you're not a natural cartwheels-of-victory  
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35 type, it must be a pain in the backside* to know everyone's expectantly gauging your 
reaction. You know how when you're opening a birthday present in front of a crowd, all your 
brain can do is scream: "FOR GOD'S SAKE LOOK DELIGHTED!" at you? Multiply that by 
ten million. I'd say Murray's ability to ignore this pressure is almost more impressive than 
his racquet skills. 

 
40 Moments after beating Jo-Wilfried Tsonga in the semi-final, Murray was interviewed by the 

BBC's Garry Richardson, who found himself repeatedly trying to squeeze some kind of 
rousing sentiment from a man intent on describing the game in technical terms, like a 
straight-faced IT consultant explaining how he fixed a problem with the server. 

 
After trying and failing to get him to describe the match as a rollercoaster of emotions, 

45 Richardson brought up Murray's mum and dad, who'd been sitting in the audience. "What 
can it possibly have been like, Andy, for your parents watching there?" he asked, 
presumably hoping to prompt a moment of choked-up pride. Murray handed him a cold 
stone in return. 

 
"I've no idea," he replied, deadpan. "I'm not really that bothered. It's a lot harder for me,  

50 that's for sure." And there was a glimmer of a dark smirk at the end, the kind that doesn't 
register in a world in which all emotions must be expressible as emoticons and interior 
happiness is required to be rendered visible from a range of 200 metres. 

 
            That's precisely the kind of sporting hero we need. One who's allergic to bull* and treats 

the whole thing like a job that rather than a tear-jerked spiritual calling. He seems to want  
55 to ignore the media. Trouble is, he's so bloody good at tennis, the media can't ignore him. 

But like a bluebottle repeatedly bashing its face against a windowpane, it continually tries 
and fails to turn him into yet another easily digested celebrity. "Celebrity" is increasingly the 
only role the media can process, yet it's a role in which Murray looks about as comfortable 
as a dog on rollerblades. 

 
60 In the run-up to the Wimbledon final (which, at the risk of repeating myself, hasn't happened 

at the time of writing), press and broadcasters alike routinely described Murray as some 
kind of symbolic vessel containing all British hope. All our dreams, all our aspirations – all 
on his shoulders, apparently. Poor him*. 

 
The strong implication was that if he won, it'd solve all our national neuroses at a stroke: 65

 like England won Euro 2012, like Barclays behaved, like Diana never died. We'd be  
            commanded to stand outside collectively waving union flags as though trying to attract the 

attention of some huge intergalactic queen bee hovering somewhere above the 
atmosphere. But if, on the other hand, he lost we'd either tut and say it's typical – because 
we're allowed to be grouchy, but the people we pointlessly entrust with our sense of  

70 national self-worth aren't – or, more likely, be expected to sit soggy-eyed watching a slow-
motion montage of his disappointed face, cut to something mournful-but-unthreatening with 
a hint of Coldplay about it. Because if he won't supply the emotion, goddamit, we'll make 
the soundtrack do it on his behalf. 

 
© 2012 Guardian News and Media Limited or its affiliated companies. All rights reserved. 
*edited 
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Andy Murray – not miserable, just normal 

Exam/Prelim Practice Questions 

1.  

a) What tone does Brooker create in the first two paragraphs? (1) 

b) How does he create this tone?  You should refer closely to the text in your answer. 

(4) 

 

Read lines 13-24.  

2. Show how Brooker uses word choice, imagery or sentence structure to demonstrate how 

ridiculous he thinks it is that people expect Andy Murray to smile more often. (4) 

3. What does he imply about those people who want Murray to be more cheerful in lines 25-

30?  Explain your answer by using evidence from the text.  (2) 

4. How does the writer’s use of language in lines 40 – 48 effectively convey the contrast 

between how Murray responded to Garry Richardson and how Richardson would have 

liked him to reply? (4) 

5.  

a. How was Murray’s reaction (lines 49-52) not what Brooker thinks the public 

wanted to see? (2) 

b. Why did Brooker like this?  (lines 53-54) (2) 

6. How effective do you find the writer’s use of imagery in lines 55-59 in conveying is 

disapproval of the media? (2) 

7. How effective do you find the final paragraph as a conclusion to the writer’s argument?  

(4) 

 
/25 

 

A comparison question will follow the next article.  Answering the last question will give a mark /30.  
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BBC Sports Personality of the Year 2013: 
Andy Murray's strength of character 
makes him a true sporting great 

 
Victory on Sunday night would be fitting tribute for a genuine personality who 
refuses to play the celebrity game 
 
Photo: HEATHCLIFF O'MALLEY 
 
By Paul Hayward, 14 Dec 2013 
 
1 Since Zara Phillips galloped off with the 

prize in 2006, winners of the BBC’s Sports 
Personality of the Year have tended to be 
iron men: the fighter Joe Calzaghe, jump  

5 racing’s indestructible Tony McCoy and 

those demonic cyclists, Chris Hoy, Mark 

Cavendish and Sir Bradley Wiggins. The 

British public have rewarded not only medals and titles but heart, courage and above all 

self-improvement. 

10 When Andy Murray was installed at 25-1 on by bookmakers to receive the corporation’s 
garland on Sunday night, some parts of social media seethed with an old complaint. How 
could Murray win Sports Personality of the Year, they asked, when his own character is 
masked by such a dour exterior? 

 
            The BBC’s folly in persisting with the rogue word “personality” is again distorting our  
15 sense of what the prize is really about, just as it did, on a more mundane scale, with the 

snooker star, Steve ‘Interesting’ Davis, who subverted his boring image to make it a comic 
virtue. 

 
            Murray is at home in the grand macho tradition of Calzaghe and McCoy and can pull up a 

chair with Hoy, Wiggins and Cavendish when it comes to perseverance and physical  
20 sacrifice. His decision not to leave his training base in Miami to be in Leeds for the 

probable bestowal of the BBC award is another classic case of Murray being true to 
himself. No congratulatory deluge could surpass the satisfaction he will feel if he turns up 
for the Australian Open next month in the best possible shape following back surgery in 
September. 

 
25 After his Wimbledon triumph this summer in 40-degree heat he said: “I think I persevered. 

That’s really been it, the story of my career probably. I had a lot of tough losses, but the 
one thing I would say is I think every year I always improved a little bit. They weren’t 
major improvements, massive changes, but every year my ranking was going in the right 
direction.” Genius can inspire and baffle you, but nothing hits the mark quite like a  

30 sportsman’s refusal to submit to a doom-laden script foisted upon him by judge and jury in 
grandstand and living room. 

 
           Throw in Murray’s actual skills as a tennis player – agility, hand-eye coordination, 

execution – and few on the all-time BBC list could match him in a contest to find the best 
winner in the 59 years since the award was born. 
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35 Success in sport is its own reward, so Sunday’s ceremony is a cake piled on top of a 
trifle, but there have been few better examples of a sportsman or woman fulfilling all our 
notions of brilliance and valour on the field of play. 

 
           The first British player to win the Gentlemen’s Singles Championship at the All England 

Lawn Tennis and Croquet Club (to give it its full name) since Fred Perry 77 years earlier 
40 performed that feat with a whole country on his shoulder: not only urging him on but 

hectoring him not to fail in his eighth attempt to exorcise Perry’s ghost. To repeat that fact 
for emphasis: seven times Murray had travelled to Wimbledon with the Fred Perry time-
void in his face and the recent history of Tim Henman’s gallant failures in everyone’s 
thoughts. 

 
45 Henman overachieved by fighting his way closer to a Wimbledon title than his physical 

capabilities entitled him to be. Murray was born with a gift Henman lacked. But it arrived in 
the frame of a lanky, frail, sometimes querulous quasi-undergraduate who had the 
misfortune to be the fourth man in a golden age for men’s tennis. When Murray scanned 
the scene he saw the aristocrat Roger Federer using his racket like a paintbrush, Rafael  

50 Nadal committing precision violence against the ball and Novak Djokovic challenging the 
duopoloy with his own dramatic story of demons-conquered and talent fulfilled. 

 
            Today’s wealthiest sports are littered with able players who retreated in the face of such 

dedication. They know they can match a champion for natural dexterity but they also 
know they lack his relentless spirit. In golf and tennis especially, they chug round the  

55 circuit, making a run here or there, upsetting a top-four opponent when the mood takes 
them, but not really mounting a sustained challenge for the game’s highest honours. 

 
           The reason is that they lack the mental strength of the champion. The effort of closing out 

a game against Federer, Djokovic or Nadal is too much. The enemy across the net will 
not be broken. But the rewards in the next tier down are high. Andrew Barron Murray  

60 might have been one of these players: an eternal beaten finalist, a nearly-man who was 
good but not great. Millions of dollars would have poured into his bank from wins in lesser 
tournaments as the three amigos carved up the grand slam titles. 

 
            Murray said no to that when there was every temptation to say yes. Above all he said no 

after losing the 2012 Wimbledon men’s final to Federer and weeping on the court. The  
65 sympathetic cooing of Wimbledon’s vast television audience was a transformative 

moment, but not in a way that was bound to raise him to greater things. 
 
            It simply erased the popular image of him as a man unable to express emotion or engage 

with the crowd. Before those tears flowed, the British had him down as stroppy and 
monosyllabic. Now he took a more human form. There were no guarantees that it would  

70 lead to anything better. 
 
            And yet 2012 was his annus miraculous. In the euphoria of the London 2012 Olympics, 

Murray was swept to victory over Federer on the same grass where he was to beat 
Djokovic a year later. 

 
            The London Games brought him in from the cold and showed he could cross the line in a  
75 championship final. He put the knowledge to good use. His US Open win over Djokovic 

burned up nearly five hours and ended a much longer wait for a British grand slam 
winner. Murray was now a Broadway player. There was no longer any reason to doubt 
him in the game’s marquee events. 

 
            Until one of the big three were finally conquered, Murray had lost four grand slam finals: 
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80 the first three in straight sets. In the fourth he managed to stretch it to four. But by the 
time he reached the 2013 Lawn Tennis Championships he was a mighty player, strong 
and self-assured. In a BBC documentary he described the decisive final game: “I’m never 
going to play in that much panic, stress, excitement, ever again in my career” he said. 
“And I’m really happy about that. It was tough. I was struggling to breathe.” 

 
85 Few athletes are taken to such extremes. Tennis is an individual pursuit, not the stuff of 

national campaigns. All the while Murray refused to play the role of British gladiator. With 
the media he declined to bend his personality out of shape to feed the soundbite industry. 
In the Sue Barker interview, finally, we saw the pain left inside him by the Dunblane 
massacre of 1996, in which Thomas Hamilton slaughtered 16 children and a teacher. The  

90 power of speech deserted him as Barker asked about the indelible day when Murray was 
among a group of youngsters who were due next in the gymnasium where the massacre 
occurred. 

 
            Scotland’s first Wimbledon singles champion since Harold Mahony in 1896 is, to some 

English observers, an outsider, a semi-Brit. Some of the antipathy flows from Anglo- 
95 Scottish resentments. Only four Scots have worn the BBC crown: Ian Black (a swimmer) 

in 1958, Jackie Stewart, Liz McColgan and Hoy. So the job now is to ignore the shallow 
antipathy and acknowledge Murray’s Wimbledon win as a man climbing and climbing to 
the highest summit with no willingness to give in. It was some weekend. The previous day 
the British and Irish Lions had scored a first series win since 1997 with victory over  

100 Australia in Sydney. 
 
            Personality has three definitions: 1) A person’s nature or disposition. 2) Strength or               

distinctiveness of character. 3) A well-known person. The BBC’s wording may be 
imprecise in relation to sport but we all know Murray fits any bill of excellence. 

 
           We said the great names of tennis would always be beyond his reach. We assumed he 
105 was history’s victim. He thought otherwise. If he is modern sport’s anti-personality, it only     

proves his authenticity. Centre Court could never witness a more inspiring vindication. 
 
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/sport/sports-personality-of-the-year/10517840/BBC-Sports-
Personality-of-the-Year-2013-Andy-Murrays-strength-of-character-makes-him-a-true-sporting-
great.html 
 
© Telegraph Media Group  
 

 
  

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/sport/sports-personality-of-the-year/10517840/BBC-Sports-Personality-of-the-Year-2013-Andy-Murrays-strength-of-character-makes-him-a-true-sporting-great.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/sport/sports-personality-of-the-year/10517840/BBC-Sports-Personality-of-the-Year-2013-Andy-Murrays-strength-of-character-makes-him-a-true-sporting-great.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/sport/sports-personality-of-the-year/10517840/BBC-Sports-Personality-of-the-Year-2013-Andy-Murrays-strength-of-character-makes-him-a-true-sporting-great.html
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Andy Murray's strength of character makes him a true sporting great 
Exam/Prelim Practice Questions 
 

1. In your own words, explain what the ‘old complaint’ (line 11) about Andy Murray was on 
social media. (1) 

2. How does the writer show Murray’s athleticism and commitment to his sport (lines 18-23). 
(4) 

3. What does the writer mean by Murray’s ‘refusal to submit to a doom-laden script foisted 
upon him by judge and jury in grandstand and living room”? (lines 30-31) (2) 

4.  
a. How does the writer’s use of language show how gifted Federer, Nadal and 

Djokovic are as players? (6) (lines 45-51) 
b. How does he use language to create a contrast between these three and Murray? 

(2) (lines 45-51) 
5. Explain, in your own words, what the ‘transformative moment’ (line 65) did for Murray.  (2) 
6. How does the writer use language in lines 85-92 to portray Murray’s personality? (4) 
7. How effectively do you find the last two paragraphs as a conclusion to the writer’s 

argument? (4) 
 
/25 
 
Exam/Prelim Practice 

Each passage can be studied separately.  However, you will be preparing for a prelim and a final 
exam.  In these, you will have 25 marks worth of questions on Passage 1.  There will be no 
questions specifically on passage two but there will be a 5 mark Comparison Question.  The 
question below will help you prepare for this.  
 
11. Both passages talk about the tennis player, Andy Murray. Identify key areas on which they 

agree and/or disagree. In your answer, you should refer in detail to both passages.  (5) 
 

/30 
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'I'm a fat girl in a thin girl's world' 
 

Susanne Courtney has just had it confirmed that she's obese. Here she explains why 

she's struggling to care  

By Susanne Courtney, Jul 2014 

Photo: Rolf Marriott 

1 I am obese, well at the moment anyway. It’s one of those things you think only happens to 

other people. Now I am one of those people who cost the NHS so much money and 

apparently am in danger of having cancer, diabetes and heart problems. I also join the 

growing number of overweight women in the UK. According to a new study - we are now  

5 the fattest ladies in Europe.  

   

            Except I feel absolutely fine.  

 

            I don’t look that fat. Clearly I’m not thin, but no one would guess I was obese. Not even 

me. I only found out because I bought some new scales and thought it would be ‘fun’ to 

work out my Body Mass Index (BMI). It turns out that at just over 13 stone and 5ft 4ins, I  

10 wasn’t just a bit on the curvy side I was properly fat. Well not just that, but obese. It’s such 

a horrible word; loaded with accompanying assumptions of indolence and greed. I don’t 

feel like it describes me at all.  

  

            I am 31, a mum of two wonderful 

children, married to a lovely man and 

15 work in the media. I am cleverish and 

financially solvent, so why am I so fat? 

Well, I don’t know. What I do know is that 

the amount of calories I am imbibing is in  

20 excess of the amount I am expending, 

but I don’t know why, as people have 

said to me, I can’t just get a grip. I mean 

it’s not that difficult is it?  

 

The thing is I don’t really want to. I’m       

25 really pretty happy. This week I have eaten cod and chorizo stew, smoked chicken risotto  

with spring onion and salad with warmed goats cheese and beetroot. I am happy and fat.  

The real problem is that I’m a fat girl in a thin girl’s world.  

 

Working in the media doesn’t really help. It’s a profession where the underlying  

assumption is that girls are thin and want to be thin. It’s never mentioned, but that’s the  

30 expectation.  

 

            I have sat silently while females colleagues talk about not ‘being one of those women who 

let themselves go’ now they have a new boyfriend or being astounded that anyone could 

let themselves weigh 11 stone. They reel off the names of their various 

spinning/kickboxing/pole dancing fitness classes and I feel like the proverbial elephant in  

Picture: 1 Suzanne Courtney (left) at the Sony Radio Academy Awards 
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35 the room. I watch them eat their tiny salads for lunch with a curious mix of admiration - for 

their willpower; envy of their ability to wear skinny jeans; and pity, that weight matters so 

much to them.  

 

            I was even fatter as a child and spent my school life mostly alone, reading books and 

being bullied exhaustingly. It was a trip my Mum made me take to a wonderful rural nurse 

40 when I was 14 that changed everything and led to me losing five stone. At that point I was 

14 ½ stone and 14-years-old. I lived my life in long, grey cardigans and Doc Martens. I 

was trapped in a vicious circle of eating because I was unhappy and being unhappy 

because I was eating.  

 

Sue, that fantastic nurse, saved my life really. Well certainly my sanity. She taught me  

45 about where all the calories hide and how to feel full. I cut back on portions, took to 

chewing gum and drinking diet drinks and slowly emerged from my self imposed cocoon. 

This was also the time I hit puberty hard, discovered hair highlights and stopped needing 

to wear glasses. Looking back it must have been quite the transformation, though I had 

no idea at the time.  

 

50 Fast forward 15 years and I’m not far off that weight I once was, but things are so 

different. I understand how to dress my various lumps and bumps and when properly 

dolled up, I know that I can look as good as girls half my size. I know I probably should 

hate my body – but I really don’t.  

I bloody love my food though.  

55 I eat at the weekends to celebrate that we got to a Friday and the children are safely and 

happily tucked up in bed. I don’t go out to eat often so whenever I do, I make sure I have 

a starter, a main, and a little pudding - plus a double espresso. It is at this point in 

proceedings that I then realise my female friends have simply had a main, and not even 

finished that. I know that that’s why they’re thin but I don’t wish I was them. I just feel for  

60 sorry for my pals because they missed out. 

  

            In the light of my obesity revelation will I lose weight? Yes, definitely a bit. I want to be 

healthier and it would be nice to wear clothes that are fashionable rather than just 

flattering. But will it make me any happier? Probably not. I know beautiful tiny women who 

are always finding fault with some part of themselves, whereas I’m not aiming for  

65 perfection. Moreover part of my weight is an extension of who I am. It’s a sort of a 

memento of childbearing and having lots of fun.  

 

            However, being my size does mean that there may be a few things I miss out on. Unlike 

Gwyneth Paltrow I’ll never experience the ‘specific kind of hunger that comes with 

avoiding carbs’ and according to Kate Moss, nothing tastes as good as skinny feels. Well  

70 I’ll probably never know how women their size really feel. But guess what? I am just 

peachy with that and I’m struggling to feel an ounce of guilt.  

 
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/women/womens-health/10991649/Obese-Im-a-fat-girl-in-a-thin-girls-world.html 
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I’m a Fat Girl in a Thin Girl’s World 

Questions 

 

1. What do you think the purpose of this article is?  Explain your answer with close reference 

to the text.  

2. Who do you think the target audience of this article could be?  Explain your answer with 

close reference to the text. 

3. How would you describe the tone of this article?  Justify your response by referring 

closely to the text.   

4. In your own words, summarise the writer’s attitude to her weight. 

5. Show how the writer’s use of language shows her attitude to thinner women. 

6. In your own words, explain the contrast between the writer’s attitude to her weight as a 

child and her attitude as an adult. 

7. How effective do you find the final paragraph as a conclusion to the article? 

 

Writing/Discussion 

1. Gender and advertising: how does the media promote a certain view of how a person 

should look and behave, based on gender. 

2. “O wad some Power the giftie gie us  

To see oursels as ithers see us” 

Use this quote from Robert Burns to write in any way you choose about seeing yourself 

as others see you. 

3. Write a creative or reflective essay about being different, being an outsider or refusing to 

conform. 
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An epidemic of beauty sickness: Renee Engeln 
Listening  

 

You are going to listen to the beginning of a talk by Renee Engeln about ‘beauty sickness’. 

The section you are going to listen to is about   minutes long. 

 
This is the link:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=63XsokRPV_Y 
 
You will hear the talk straight through with no pauses. Then your assessor will play it again in 
sections. However, you can ask to have it played as often as you need to, pausing where 
appropriate. You may take notes as you listen. 
 
 
Answer the following questions, using your own words as far as possible. 
 

1. Identify one purpose of the talk. Explain your answer with evidence. 
2. Identify a possible audience for this talk. Explain your choice with evidence. 

 
Listen to the opening section of the talk (0:02-3:50) 

3. What are the main points Engeln makes in the introduction to her talk? 

 

4. What techniques does she use to make his opening effective and to convey her message 

effectively?    

 

5. How does Engeln prove that ‘smart women know better’?   

6.  

a. Explain what ‘bad news’ she found out.   

b. In your own words, explain what she thought was ‘not’ to blame for this. 

 

Listen to section 3:50 – 8:10 

7. Why does she think women are more likely to suffer from ‘beauty sickness’?  

8. What does she see as serious questions which arise from the pose that women do in 

order to look good in photographs?   

9. How does she make her point effectively in this section? You may refer to use of 

examples, persuasive techniques, word choice, pace, tone or any other appropriate 

feature.  Use of humorous tone, demonstrating the pose.   

 

From 8:10 to 10:38, Engeln talks about the ‘objectification theory’. 

 

10. In your own words, explain the ‘objectification theory’. 

11.  

a. What tone does the speaker create in this section?  How does she create it? You 

may refer to use of examples, persuasive techniques, word choice, pace, tone or 

any other appropriate feature. 

b. In your own words explain what the worst outcome of beauty sickness is.   

 

From 12.45 to 15:46,, Engeln talks about ‘turning the tide’. 

12. What do you think is the most important piece of advice she gives in this section.  Give 

reasons for your answer. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=63XsokRPV_Y
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13. How effectively do you think this section concludes her talk?  Give reasons and 
evidence for your opinion. Consider not only what was said, but how it was said. You 
could consider: tone, pace, word choice, imagery or any other appropriate feature. 
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Digital detox baths: are we finally ready to be   
cleansed of our tech addiction? 

Smartphones in the bath, laptop in bed - it's no wonder we can't switch off and are 
turning to detox bath products for help. Josephine Fairley (a recovering Instagram 
addict) explains why we should all ditch our devices at the door  

By Josephine Fairley, 17 Jul 2014 

 

1 You know the world’s gone slightly nuts when we need a specific product to help us 
‘detox’ from our gadgets. And not just any old product: one for the bath.  

 
           Pursoma’s Digital Detox Bath uses montmorillonate clay, so we’re told, to remove the 

positively charged radiation that accumulates in the body through using our laptops,  
5 mobile phones and other electronic devices. (It works, apparently, through a process of 

‘ionic exchange' - whatever that might be).  
 
            Personally, I’m a massive fan of baths: a chance to unwind and recharge. I'm particularly 

fond of the command ‘relax for 15 minutes’ while applying a face mask – often the only  
10 quarter of an hour during the day when I can be persuaded to do just that. So any product 

that encourages us to put our gadgets to one side, however briefly, has to be a good 
thing, whether it can wash away our addiction, or not.  

 
            The thought of taking my device into the bath with me – as many of us do – is much too 

scary, especially since Apple have a clever way of knowing whether a dead phone was  
15 damaged by water. And I’m much too scared of dropping it in the bath – as I often do with 

a book – when I nod off, allowing my Aromatherapy Associates essential oils (or even my 
montmorillonate clay) to work their de-stressing magic.  

 
           Bathrooms surely ought to be sacred and immune to the reach of technology - never mind 

the loo. According to an ‘IT in the Toilet’ study carried out a couple of years back by US  
20 agency 11mark (yes, really), 750 out of the 1,000 mobile-phone users polled used their 

devices in the lavatory. While 87 per cent of Android-users and 77 per cent of iPhone 
users ‘fessed up to using their phones while completing, um, quite another type of 
business. (This isn’t just bad for our mental health: according to a UK-wide study by 
scientists from the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine and Queen Mary  

25 University in London, one in six mobile phones is contaminated with E. coli bacteria.)  
 
            In truth, I’ve been on a bit of a digital detox myself, ever since hearing Arianna Huffington 

share her thoughts on the importance of switching off, to promote her book Thrive. The 
room was packed to the rafters with an audience at least 2,000-strong – and from their 
frantic nodding, it’s clearly an issue which is starting to concern more and more of us.  

 
30 Having gone cold turkey on Pinterest after I found myself uploading pictures of cute 

rabbits and shabby chic interiors at 1.30 am - and having considered a 12-step 
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programme for my Instagram habit - I'm conscious of how incredibly easy it is to become 
addicted.  

 
So I’ve tried following Huffington’s advice - she doesn’t look at her phone, or any screen, 

35 after 9pm – and it’s had a near-miraculous impact on my sleep patterns. I’ve always been  
            aware that looking at a bright screen late at night makes it harder to drift off. If you too 

have lain there with your mind whirring way past midnight, getting increasingly stressed 
about sleep’s elusiveness, I suggest giving it a go.  

 
            She goes one stage further and actually checks her digital devices at the bedroom (never 

mind the bathroom) door. I haven’t quite mastered that, since another integral part of my  
40 getting-to-sleep ritual actually involves an app on my phone (Banzai Brainwaves Sleep 

Cycle Tuner). It's become a bit of a grown-up Linus blankie: if I don’t have it pumping out 
its gentle ‘binaural’ rhythms (which apparently work on your actual brainwaves to regulate 
your internal clock), against a background of my chosen music (the New Age Al Gromer 
Khan’s Inner Witness, if you’re interested), I can have trouble sleeping even when I  

45 haven’t been looking at my devices, last thing. The conundrum: I have to keep my iPhone 
handy, to use the App – so leaving it at the door isn’t going to work.  

 
            I actually think that Huffington’s book – and the Digital Detox bath powder, come to that – 

are the first signs of a sea-change in our attitude to technology. We're getting ready to  
 cleanse ourselves (and not just by bathing). Over the next few years, more and more of 
50 us are going to be ‘uncoupling’ from our tech and finding ways of stopping it from ruling 

our lives.  
 
            My father-in-law (he’s American, he’s allowed) once had a bumper sticker that said, ‘Turn 

off TV, Turn on Life’ – which needs a tech-related makeover for the 21st Century. Or else  
 we’ll find that life itself has passed us by, in the blink of an iPhone.  
 
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/women/womens-business/10971991/Digital-detox-technology-belongs-outside-the-
bedroom.html 

 

 

Digital detox baths: are we finally ready to be cleansed of our tech addiction? 

Questions 

1. Explain how the headline, sub-headline and introductory paragraph provide an effective 

opening to the article.  (4) 

2. In your own words, explain what the Digital Detox Bath is supposed to do.  (2) 

3. What tone is used in paragraphs 2 and 3 and how is it created?  (4) 

4. In your own words, explain the main ideas outlined in lines 18-25. (4) 

5. In lines 26-29, the writer describes the audience to a talk given by Arianna Huffington.  

Show how the writer’s word choice portrays the audience at the talk.  (4) 

6. What prompted the author to address her technology addiction? (lines 30-33) (1) 

7.  

a. What advice was given by Huffington (1) 

b. What has the writer found after following this advice (lines 34-46)? (2) 

8. The writer uses parenthesis a great deal throughout the passage.  Choose two examples 

and comment on how they either add impact to the writer’s argument or influence the tone 

of the article.  (4) 

9. Explain how the final two paragraphs create an effective conclusion to the article.  (4) 

/30 
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All it takes is 10 mindful minutes  
Listening Unit Assessment Practice 

You are going to listen to the beginning of a talk by Andy Puddicombe about mindfulness. The 

talk you are going to listen to is about 9.5 minutes long. 

 
This is the link:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qzR62JJCMBQ 
 
You will hear the talk straight through with no pauses. Then your assessor will play it again in 
sections. However, you can ask to have it played as often as you need to, pausing where 
appropriate. You may take notes as you listen. 
 
 
Answer the following questions, using your own words as far as possible. 
 

1. Identify one purpose of the talk. Explain your answer with evidence. 
2. Identify a possible audience for this talk. Explain your choice with evidence. 

 
Listen to the opening section of the talk (0:02-2:19) 

3. What are the main points Puddicombe makes in the introduction to his talk? 
4. What techniques does he use to make his opening effective and to convey his 

message effectively? 
 
From 2:20-4:30, Puddicombe talks about meditation. 
5. Explain how he creates a light hearted or humorous tone in this section. 
6. What did he learn about meditation? 
7. In your own words, explain the ways Puddicombe says that people deal with stress. 
 
From 4:30 – 7:46, he talks about our minds, distraction and anxiety. 
8. What are the key messages from this section? 
9. How effective did you find the juggling balls metaphor as an illustration of the 

Puddicombe’s key message? 
10. How effective did you find the toothache image as an illustration of his message? 

 
Listen to his conclusion, from 7:47 – 9:24.  

11. Why does Puddicombe recommend meditation? 

12. How effectively do you think this section concludes his talk?  Give reasons and 
evidence for your opinion. Consider not only what was said, but how it was said. You 
could consider: tone, pace, word choice, imagery or any other appropriate feature. 
 

 

Writing/Discussion 

1. Technology: a burden, a blessing or something in between? 

2. Write a short story where technology is either totally in control or total removed. 

3. Reflect upon what would change in your life if you removed technology and were more 

‘mindful’. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qzR62JJCMBQ
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